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"Tull the troth 
and don't be afraid.• 
VOLUME 87. NUMBER 143 
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into May 
EASTERN NEWS The Panther baseball team sees value In weekend conference games rise. 
Candidates spent 
close to $1,000 
By Niki Jensen 
STUOENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR 
Several candidates disclosed estimates 
Thursday of campaign expenditures that 
have been the cause of much controversy 
and speculation dilling this week's Student 
Government elections race. 
"I'd say close to $800 (was spent) for my 
whole party,• said Amy Leonard, candidate 
for student body president representing 
the Students' Voice Party. 
Leonard said most of her party's money 
came from the candidates themselves In 
addition to a contribution made by the 
father of party mate Lindsey Baum. 
"My dad contributed about $400 to the 
campaign (because) he really supported 
our ideas and wanted to make sure they 
were implemented," Baum said. 
Campaign money was used for, but not 
limited to, the production of fliers, a ban-
ner, party T-shirts, advertisements In 
Wednesday's issue of The Daily E:astem 
News and advertisements on 104.3 WCBH-
FM, Leonard said. 
"We also gave out random stuff at the 
bars,• including cups bearing the Students' 
Voice logo, Leonard said. 
Newly-elected Student Body President 
Caleb Judy projected that his Campus 
Change Party spent about $900 on Its cam-
paign. 
But "If anything, it'll be more than that," 
Judy said. 
Campus Change's campaign efforts 
were funded by the members of the party, 
Judy said. 
Follow the money 
Estimates from party leaders of what 
each party spent for the election 
campaign. 
Campus Change party: $900 
+ What the money went ror: Signs around 
campus. T-Shirts. posters, ads in The DEN. 
Students' Voice party: $800 
• What the money went ror: Fliers, banners, 
party T-shirts, ads In 1he DEN. ads on local radio. 
Independent Bud Wierenga: $100 
+ What the money went ror: Fliers, posters. 
spray-painted sheets. 
Independent Matt Kulp: $5 
+ What the money went ror: A megaphone 
ets." 
Questioned about the golf cart used by 
Campus Change Party members dilling 
both days of the election, Judy said "we 
borrowed It from the Athletic Department. 
I have a pretty good relationship with 
them." 
Though the Students' Voice Party used a 
golf cart on the second day of elections, 
Leonard declined comment on the source 
of the cart. 
"I would rather not say,· she said. 
But while members of the Students' 
Voice and Campus Change parties project-
ed campaign budgets nearing the $1,000 
mark, several independent candidates pre-
dicted costs nowhere near that range. 
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STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR Stating he received money from his par-
ents as well as from the parents of several 
friends, Judy said he did not collect money 
from any other sources. 
"To tell you the truth, I spent $5 for bat-
teries for a megaphone,• said independent 
candidate Matt Kulp. 
The fact he ran against party-affiliated 
candidates who had greater access to com-
bined campaign money made the election 
Use a hoe 
Larry Shobe, campus grounds gardener, tills a flower box between Lawson and Taylor halls 
Thursday morning. Shobe wasn't sure what kind of arrangement would be planted. 
"I didn't use UB money,• said Judy, who 
currently serves as University Board 
chair. "Everything came out of our pock- SEE CA NDIDATE S +Page GA 
Campus crime 
lowest in state 
By Jennifer Chiariello 
CAMPUS EDITOR 
Eastern ranked the lowest In overall crime total In 
comparison to 11 universities, according to past crime 
figures. 
Art Mitchell, University Police Department crime 
prevention officer, put together a list of crime statis-
tics flied with the U.S. Department of Education In 
2001 in compliance with the Federal Student RJght-To-
Know and Campus Securtty Act of 1990 (Public Law 
101-542). 
He compared the information of 11 other Illinois 
schools with Eastern. 
Eastern reported two burglary/vehicle thefts, one 
sex offense, one aggravated assault/battery and no 
robberies or murders on campus for 2001. 
Eastern received a risk rating of four, the same as 
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. 
The risk rating scale labels levels one to three as 
low risk, four to six as moderate, seven to eight as 
moderately high, nine high and 10 extremely high 
SH CRIME +Page 7A 
Shhhh, libraries fight Patriot Act 
+ Legislation allows Feds Congress In the wake of Sept. 11. order to subpoena library records - a 
to examine library records "We review everything we do {and process that could be fought against by 
By Jeremy Pelzer 
CITY REPORTER 
Librarians In Santa Cruz, Calif. 
recently were assigned a new daily task 
- destroying the evidence of their day's 
work. 
Internet sign up sheets and written 
requests to the library's reference desk 
find their way Into the shredder each 
night, said Susan Elgin, the assistant 
director of the Santa Cruz Public 
Library system. Internet logs recording 
Web sites visited on library computers 
also are erased dally, she said. 
Eastern could be doing the same, but 
If so Library Services Dean Allen Ian-
ham could not comment. 
Before last month, Santa Cruz librari-
ans usually threw away their records 
about once a week. But the library board 
decided to destroy their records dally to 
show their opposition to the Patriot Act, 
an anti-terrorism bill passed by 
ask) 'Do we need to keep this?'" Elgin the library. 
said. "Our assumption being the less Today, FBI agents desiring library 
infornmtion available the more we pro- records on a suspect need only obtain a 
tect our patrons' privacy.• warrant from a secret court - the sole 
Libraries oppose new anti-terrorism law 
Santa Cruz's new policy is just one of 
the more visible signs of widespread 
opposition by librarians nationwide to 
the Patriot Act. 
The act makes It easier for Federal 
Bureau of Investigation officials to gain 
access to library records of people 
under suspicion, said Maurice 
Freedman, president of the American 
Library Association. 
In addition, the act makes It a felony for 
librarians to tell the suspected person, the 
media or even fellow librarians that any 
request for library records was made. 
Freedman said the act marked a "dra-
matic" erosion of civil liberties. 
Before the Patriot Act, he said, law 
enforcement officials were required to 
go to court and present evidence In 
requirement being the Investigation has 
to be terrorism-related, Freedman said. 
"The tests (on gaining access to 
library records) have been loosened dra-
matically, H he said. 
Freedman said the new law enforce-
ment powers regarding library records 
not only ran contrary to Americans' first 
amendment rights, but were an Ineffec-
tive, misguided way to fight terrorism. 
"Hundreds of thousands of people 
have read Mein Kampf and not killed 
Jews," he said. "We believe In the First 
Amendment; we believe In the idea that 
people can read whatever they want.• 
Fighting the law 
While no libraries have followed Santa 
Cruz's lead In destroying library records 
SH LIBRARIES • Page 7A 
Professors, students cool on summer air conditioning cuts 
By Kate Henderson $50,000 this fiscal year alone. buildings will not exceed the tern- get "super hot" over the weekend. n't make sense when people are 
s TAFF w R r TE R The residence halls, Booth perature of 90 degrees, she said. Eastern has planned to only run going to fry In places like this.• 
Buildings could be hotter than 
usual as Eastern faces $1.4 million 
In budget cuts for Fiscal Year 2003. 
The university is planning to run 
air conditioning less Friday after-
noons and over the weekends In 
some academic buildings. The plan 
will save the University a proposed 
Library and the Martin Luther "I wonder If It will actually save the air less each hour Instead of One student offered a solution. 
King Jr. University Union will all that much money,• said math pro- switching It off. "Why don't they just consolidate 
have priority over other buildings, fessor and summer school teacher "It'll be 95 degrees and kids will as much as possible Into one build-
said Carol Strode, Interim director Allen Davis. go to class and suffer,• said Colette Ing?" said Joe Jelinek, a junior 
of facillties planning and manage- Davis said lowering the air on Beausoleil, a sophomore physical business education major. 
ment. Fridays and then cooling the build- education major. In fact, the university Is plan-
Buildings with animals or tern- Ing off again on Monday would end Edgar Empleo, ajUnior computer nlng a similar solution. Some class-
perature-sensltlve chemicals will up costing more money than sav- Information systems major, agreed. es will be moved to accommodate, 
remain air-conditioned and all other Ing any because the building would "That's bogus! • he said. "It does- but which ones are not yet decided. 
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Eastern professor 
plays Mark Twain 
By Laura Kenny 
STAFF WRITER 
Eastern professor Clarence 
Blanchette will play Mark 1\valn 
In a one-man show at the Turble 
Arts Center this weekend. 
The theater professor will play 
the part in "An Evening with 
Mark 1\vain," put on by the 
Charleston Community Theater. 
"This show should be very pro-
fessional yet entertaining for 
those who enjoy the works of 
Mark 1\valn," said the show's pro-
ducer, Paul Lanman. 
Lanman said the show tells the 
life of Mark 1\.valn by combining 
events of his life and many of his 
most famous publications. 
The show will run at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m. 
Sunday. Tickets are available for 
$4, with a Panther ID by reserva-
tion only. 
Tanya Wood, owner of the 
Lincoln Book Shop and a season 
ticket holder, hopes the produc-
tion will help show the Eastern 
community the kinds of talent 
Charleston has to offer. 
"The Charleston Community 
Theater Is very professional," 
Wood said. "They take the little 
they are given and organize It 
In a way that is so well present-
ed." 
Wood saw the theater's last 
production, Sylvia, and said it 
was better than the production 
she saw in London. 
"An Evening with Mark 1\vain" 
was made famous on Broadway 
by Hal Holbrook, Lanman said. 
If you go ... 
+ What: An Evening with 
Mark Twain 
+ When: 7:30 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday; 3 p.m. Sunday 
+ Where: Tarble Arts Center 
"Many of the original ideas 
were taken from Holbrook's pro-
duction," he said. "But Blanchette 
went all out to make the charac-
ter his own." 
Blanchette has been very 
active with the theater as a direc-
tor and an actor, Lanman said. 
"I consider him one of the 
best," he said. 
Wood said she Is very interest-
ed Jn seeing Blanchette as an 
actor because she ls only familiar 
with his work as a director. 
Wood said she ls not a huge fan 
of 1\vain, but as a bookstore 
owner, their paths have crossed. 
"As a theater person I like to 
honor other people," Wood said. 
"I like to support the theater not 
only through interest, but also 
with my presence." 
This will be the fourth produc-
tion at Tarble in the 35 years the 
Charleston Community Theater 
has been around, Lanman said. 
Though his 25 years with the 
theater, Lanham has been a part 
of many different shows and said 
this one should be a great suc-
cess. 
The Turble Arts Center can be 
contacted at 581-2787 for reser-
vations or information. 
Senate members elected 
Sixteen new members were elected to the Student Senate during 
the Student Government elections race Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The six at-large Student Senate members elected are George 
Lesica, Lauren Kluge and Kirsten Wilson of the Students' Voice 
Party and Adam Howell, Matthew Tuggart and Kristen Gigliettl of 
the Campus Change Party. 
In addition, Paul Anderson, MaUrice 'Il'acy and Rashida Gordon 
of the Students' Voice, Nicole Kull of Campus Change and Inde-
pendents Matthew Carlstrom, Bryan Johnson and Denver Fox were 
elected to the seven on-campus positions. 
Joe Gubbins, John Bunker and J onathan Voyt, all of Campus 
Change, were elected as off-campus Student Senate members. 
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Alice Eagly, professor of psychology at Northwestern University, speaks Thursday evening in Room 3040 of the 
Physical Sciences Building. Eagly spoke about women's leadership and heroism. 
Women's roles changing 
By Jesse Wu 
STAFF WRITER 
"Emerging theme: Women are 
better leaders than men," was 
scrawled across the top of a slide 
during Allee Eagly's lecture 
Thursday. 
"Old theme: Women not suited to 
leadership," preceded this slide. 
Eagly cited a quote by Richard 
Nixon to illustrate the old theme: "I 
don't think a woman should be in 
any government whatever, mainly 
because they are erratic." 
Eagly presented studies to con-
tradict the old theme, theories 
were explained, questions were 
answered, and leadership roles 
were distinguished to the crowd of 
30. 
The presentation revealed the 
transformational leadership role ls 
more effective, and women are 
more effective at transformational 
leadership positions. 
Women were more productive 
than men in transformational lead-
"Women are being 
more educated in the 
United States than 
men." 
-Alice Eagly 
ershlp positions, while men 
excelled at the positions that 
required them to tell their employ-
ees the negative aspects of their 
jobs, be passive or do nothing at all. 
"I liked the negative values 
towards males and the positive val-
ues towards females, how they 
have all the experience and males 
still don't know how to do the job." 
said Elda Pantoha, freshman unde-
cided major. 
"Women have moved into jobs of 
authority,• Eagly said, but these 
posltlons are still primarily filled 
by men. The percentage of female 
managers has Increased from 17 
percent in 1972 to 46.5 percent in 
2002. 
Education has also seen an 
increase among American women. 
"Women are being more educat-
ed in the United States than men," 
Eaglysaid. 
However, only 1.2 percent of 
CEOs are women. 
The increase in education statis-
tics sparked an audience member 
to raise the question of future 
inequality toward men Jn the job 
market Eagly answered, "No." 
There would be equality for 
women Jn the long-term though, 
she said. 
An anecdote of former President 
Gerald Ford ended the lecture. 
According to Eagly, Ford was 
asked when the United States 
would have the first female presi-
dent, and he predicted in the near 
future. A woman will run as vice 
president The president-elect will 
die in office, and there will never 
be a male president again. 
Let's go fly a kite in Kiwanis Park 
By Brooke Bonnell 
STAFF WRITER 
Free kites and carnival games 
are some of the scheduled events 
featured at Charleston Teen 
Reach's third-annual Kite Day. 
Kite Day will be held from 10 
am. to 2 p.m. Saturday at Kiwanis 
Park. In case of rain, Kite Day will 
be postponed until May 3 at the 
sametlme. 
"The first 75 children arriving at 
the park will receive a free kite,• 
said Melissa Sons, assistant pro-
gram director at Teen Reach. 
Sons and her staff will provide 
If you go ... 
+ What: Charleston Teen 
Reach Kite Day 
+ When: 10 a.m. Saturday 
+ Where: Kiwanis Park 
help with the assembling and fllght 
of the kites. 
Kite Day activities will include 
carnlval games, face painting and 
live entertainment all provided by 
Charleston Then Reach. Hot dogs, 
chips and lemonade will be sold 
during the event for $1. The 
Charleston McDonald's donated 
lemonade for the event 
Butchers Legs, a local band, will 
provide live entertainment for the 
event They will perform from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Kiwanis Park 
Amphitheater while food ls being 
served. Josh Alford, lead singer of 
the band, ls a part-time staff mem-
ber at Teen Reach. 
"Kite Day ls just a way of getting 
families and kids Involved togeth-
er," said Sons. "This event ls open 
to everyone." 
Sons encourages people from 
Mattoon, Shelbyville, Arcola and 
Arthur to attend the event. 
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Krackers has good food within walking distance 
By Stephen Haas 
STAFF WRITER 
Just one block away from campus, people are sitting 
in church pews eating steak and drinking wine. 
"The booths on the second floor are actually old 
pews,• said Paul Mejdrich, owner of E.L. Krackers, 
1405 Fourth St. "When the building was built we gut-
ted the inside of an old abandoned church. · 
The pipes of an old pipe organ make up the sign 
inside the restaurant, and the stained glass above the 
door also came from the church. 
The restaurant has two levels, both decorated with 
pieces ranging from an old gas pump, pink flamingos, 
old photos and various antiques. 
"It's all just stuff we've kind of collected over the 
years, • Mejdrich said. 
Red brick and dark woods make a comfortable 
atmosphere, and the lighting and decor provide a 
casual dining experience. 
Among the entrees available, Mejdrich recommend-
ed the smothered filet, a filet mignon covered with 
crab meat stuffing and provolone cheese. 
"People really seem to like it, · Mejdrich said. 
The menu also includes a variety of steak, chicken, 
seafood, sandwiches and pasta. Mejdrich added their 
large selection of martinis and Jee-cream beverages 
are popular. 
A large salad bar awaits vegetarians or light eaters. 
In addition to regular salads, grilled chicken caesar 
salads, spinach salads and the "Hot Chicken Nest,• a 
spinach salad with chicken strips on top. 
E.L. Krackers ls open for lunch Monday through 
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and dinner Monday 
through Thursday from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
The restaurant offers a banquet hall for up to 140 
guests and a banquet room for groups of up to 30. 
Jeremiah Johnson, a sophomore at Charleston High School, eats dinner with CHS senior Errol Johnson Thursday evening at E.L. 
Krackers. The restaurant is a favorite among many students and local residents. 
Fox Ridge to host a nature walk this weekend 
By Greg Walke 
STAFF WRITER 
Fox Ridge State Park will host 
a nature walk this weekend to 
identify the new blooms of 
spring. 
The walk, which follows a 
marked trail through the park is 
led by local naturalist and former 
Eastern professor Wesley 
Whiteside as well as Eastern stu-
dent-volunteers. 
"At a mile and a half, you can 
expect to see many different 
wildflowers and other seasonal 
phenomena along the trail, • said 
Jodi McKinney. office coordina-
tor for Fox Ridge. 
Participants in the walk will 
receive handouts with descrip-
tions of plants and flowers that 
will help participants identify 
things during the walk. 
The park, which was built in 
the 1930s, contains several 
ravines and the Embarras River, 
which flows through the park. 
Visitors are also encouraged to 
bring binoculars for spotting 
rarely seen birds. 
Other wildlife is prevalent in 
the park as well. Fox Ridge fea-
tures "turkey, deer, fox, squtrrel, 
raccoon, rabbit, vulture, hawk, 
owl, quail, pheasant and lush 
foliage," as featured on its web 
site. 
"At a mile and a half, 
you can expect to see 
many different wild-
flowers and other sea-
sonal phenomena 
along the trail. " 
-Jodi McKimey 
The Fox Ridge Nature Walk is 
an opportunity to experience a 
more scenic part of Charleston. 
Eastern student Shelly Flagg, a 
freshman communication disor-
ders and sciences major, said she 
would, "Love to see the beautiful 
wildflowers.• 
The event is usually attended 
by about 50 people, McKinney 
said, but depending on the weath-
er the turnout could get up to 75 
or fewer than 50. 
The walk will commence from 
Fox Ridge's brick pavilion at dif-
ferent times throughout the day 
Saturday. 
The walk is scheduled for four 
separate times: 9:30 a.m., 10 a.m., 
10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Fox Ridge State Park ls located 
off Route 130, or 18th Street. 
Nature walk 
+ Where: Fox Ridge State 
Park. Rt. 130 
+ When: Saturday, 9:30 a.m., 
10 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 2;30 p.m. 
+ Why: To see the new bloom-
ing flowers of spring along a 
marked trail 
CPD to have breathalizers for students outside bars 
By Carly Mullady 
CITY EDITOR 
The Charleston Police 
Department wants students to try 
their luck with breathalizers 
Friday. 
The event is sponsored by both 
the CPD and the Coles County Safe 
Communities Coalition to give stu-
dents an opportunJty to test their 
blood alcohol levels. 
The testing will be held in a tent 
outside Positively Fourth Street 
Records on the comer of Fourth 
Street and Lincoln Avenue. 
Jennifer Strockbine, coordinator 
for the Coles County Safe 
Communities Coalition, said, "it's 
an educational opportunity for offi-
cers to kind of Jet students know 
you may feel okay to drive but the 
blood alcohol content may say oth-
erwise. Maybe that will stop people 
from driving next time.• 
Charleston police officers and 
safe community coalition volun-
teers will be on duty at the tent tak-
ing blood alcohol readings and 
offering educational literature. 
Citations will be issued to under-
age visitors who have consumed 
alcohol. 
"Officers won't be out there with 
flashlights checking for l.D.'s , • 
Strockbine said. "We are not there 
to bust anyone.• 
Obvious law breaking, however, 
will be punished. 
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"If someone blows .1, which is 
well over the legal limit, and gets in 
a car to drive away, that will be a 
problem,• Strockbine said. 
This ls the second time this 
event has been held. 
In September 2002, Strockbine 
said about 150 tests were taken 
during the night-long test process. 
She said at least 125 to 130 peo-
ple came and that some visitors 
returned multiple times to see the 
change. 
"We hope to have just as many if 
not more this time," Strockbine 
said. "People were afraid last time, 
hopefully they are not anymore.• 
The CCSCC ls grant funded 
through the Illinois Department of 
Transportation to promote traffic 
safety throughout the county. It 
has been in the area for four years 
and has sponsored child-passenger 
and bike safety programs in addi-
tion to the blood alcohol content 
event. 
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EDITORIAL 
Looks 
may prove 
deceiving 
Looking onto the floor of Lantz Arena at the 
Counting Crows concert Friday, many students 
noticed a sea of open space. 
Although the floor of Lantz sold out its allotted 
tickets, the gym floor remained an expanse of 
empty space as numerous students tried to trade 
in arena seating for a place on the floor to no 
avail. 
While many students were turned away dis-
gruntled, looks are often deceiving. Lantz Arena 
is subject to the Fire 
Protection Agency, which 
specifies every student attend-
ing an event in the arena is 
required to have 15 square 
feet of space in order for the 
area to be deemed "safe.• This 
means the floor of Lantz can 
legally hold only a scant 1,000 
patrons before it is breaking 
the law. 
This mandatory space 
clause means all concertgoers 
are essentially allotted a spe-
ctfic amount of personal 
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While students 
may feel they 
are being 
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space. And while that is, in theory, great lt also 
means almost any other standing room floored 
venue in the state may be breaking the law. 
This number includes the performer(s) , sound 
crew, security and patrons themselves. And while 
a rearrangement of the stage or a decrease in 
security or personnel on the floor could be one 
answer to allowing more students on the floor, it 
is not necessarily a viable one. 
Eliminating standing-room only tickets in favor 
of seating is another option, though that ultimate-
ly decreases available seating to approximately 
700. Because of mandatory walkways between 
rows and aisles, seating actually eliminates about 
300 floor tickets. 
With a limited number of exits in Lantz and 
each exit only graded for a specific number of 
people, concert organizers are between a rock 
and a hard place when attempting to increase 
seating availability. And with recent club deaths 
in both Chicago and Rhode Island, fire marshals 
are looking far more closely at the laws and the 
number of patrons in venues to ensure safety. 
The question remains whether security, back-
stage personnel and sound technicians could be 
limited to allow a greater number of students on 
the floor. Ultimately, shows are for students and 
any measures taken to increase the number of 
patrons occupying the floor is for the better. 
But until the fire code laws change or an 
improvement is made in either the number of 
exits or the amount of stage personnel decreases, 
what looks to be open and available space is actu-
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om 
It's been said that the more 
things change the more they stay 
the same, but hopefully this adage 
can be reduced to little more than 
the bad cliche it is. 
As with everything else on cam-
pus, the end of the school year 
brings tremendous and often nec-
essary change and The Dally 
Eastern News is no different. This 
past week was known as 
changeover and is a time when stu-
dents are appointed new positions 
in this publication. Hopefully with 
this new regime will come great 
change. 
While I cannot speak for any sec-
tion but my own, I would personal-
ly like to see a number of changes 
come to this editorial page in the 
coming semester. 
By and large, the editorial page 
of any newspaper is the place for 
staff members to voice opinions, 
the editorial board to confront any 
Issue facing the readership and act 
as the forum for readers of the 
paper to voice concern, outrage, 
contempt or applause. 
While all of those who have 
taken this position before me have 
performed admirably, a few 
changes are necessary to further 
serve readers or any concern of 
the university. 
First and foremost, the editorial 
page has traditionally been a place 
for columnists to voice opinions. 
While journalists are supposed to 
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"The point of an 
opinion column is to 
actually have an 
opinion." 
remain impartial at all times and 
give an unbiased account of the 
news, a column is quite possibly 
the easiest way for a writer to shed 
light on a specific issue or bring 
attention to a cause or thought. 
Sadly, however, this is often forgot-
ten as politics, social commentary 
or awareness are eschewed in 
favor of topics like road trips, the 
need to "treasure our time in col-
lege" or mundane personal stories. 
While all of these ideas have a 
place, that place is a personal jour-
nal or one's own head, not a college 
newspaper aiming to serve read-
ers in any capacity. 
The point of an opinion column Is 
to actually have an opinion, not to 
sit the fence for 500 words and 
make a bland declaration near the 
end. 
While personal stories are great, 
if any of our lives were genuinely 
interesting enough to read about, 
FOX would be co-opting them for a 
movie of the week as we speak. But 
this Is simply not the case. 
The other primary element to 
this page is the daily editorial 
YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
expressing the views of the editori-
al board. While this is a place to 
expose the campus to various 
issues, It is even more effective 
when the board can consistently 
focus on topics like campus poli-
tics and local happenings rather 
than things like blood drives or vol-
unteerism. While these are still 
valuable issues, editorials need to 
shed light on topics students may 
not investigate on their own or 
won't surmise through simple 
common sense. 
The last component of this page 
is the letters to the editor section 
which ultimately represent the 
voice of any reader willing to pitch 
in his or her two cents. While I 
would like to think the collective 
staff of the News has an idea as to 
the concerns of the student body. 
the truth is most of us wile away 
hours a day in a newsroom making 
less than grade school sweatshop 
workers in East Asia. It's not exact-
ly the place to be and still remain 
plugged into student life. 
Without letters and guest 
columns, this page wouldn't accu-
rately represent Eastern and this 
staff alone couldn't possibly hope 
to do so. With no disrespect to 
those above me or those who have 
come before me, I think these 
changes are necessary to improve 
this publication and the service 
The Dally Eastern News attempts 
to provide. 
Fate defined by personal actions 
Call me crazy but I start-
ed living today and Dr. 
Viktor E. Frankl was my 
stimulus. 
He was a Holocaust sur-
vivor and wrote a book 
Man's Search for Meaning 
and like he at my age (21) 
the future scares me, but 
not anymore. The unknown 
Is not the reason, yet it does 
relate. 
My bewilderment comes 
from a lack of purpose. My 
fate is my fate, but what is 
It without definition? I go 
crazy as I reflect on the 
pages In front of me. 
On page 152, Frankl asks, 
"Does man simply exist, or 
does he decide what his 
existence shall be?" 
Free will provides man to 
change at any Instant, but 
few use this tool. This leads 
us to man simply existing 
for nothing but economic, 
social and biological rea-
sons. 
What is money, status and 
health without meaning? 
Instead of these impulses, 
what if we used our will? 
We could provide our will 
with pure incentive to keep 
going. Life differs from 
man to man, from day to 
day and from hour to hour. 
According to Frankl, It is 
not the meaning of life in 
general, but rather, the spe-
cific meaning of a person's 
life at a given moment 
(Frankl 131). 
There is no such thing as 
a best move. Each situation 
our lives has different quali-
ties and circumstances unit-
ing us with different indi-
viduals. Therefore, we 
should not look for an 
abstract meaning of life, for 
it changes every minute. 
However, everyone has 
their own specific vocation 
or duty in life to carry out a 
tangible task which 
demands fulfillment. 
Therefore, you cannot be 
replaced, nor your life 
repeated. Everyone's task is 
as exclusive as their specif-
ic chance to implement it 
(Frankl 131). 
The essence of existence 
therefore is already some-
thing in your hands or some-
thing you will be. Love, art, 
manuscripts and religion 
are examples of mental pos-
sessions no one can take 
away and are up to you to 
outline. 
My mother is trapped In 
Christianity and begs me to 
believe and I do, somewhat. I 
feel there is a higher state of 
consciousness after death, 
but no man-made religion 
has shone it to me. 
I realize my friends and 
my writing are what keep me 
sane. Without either, I would 
be lost in the chasm of life, 
hunting cash, stalking suc-
cess and soaking anxieties in 
Phillies and Keystone. 
Jeffrey Tischauser 
Charleston resident 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor 
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250 
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should 
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate 
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be 
printed. Depending on space constraints. we may edit letters. so keep it concise. 
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall. Charleston IL 
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to benerwin@hotmail.com 
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Student makes his 
home a business 
By Adam Testa 
STAFF WRITER 
Gabe Strom operates his own busi-
ness out of his home. 
Strom, a sophomore business man-
agement major, is currently working 
on an internship with College Works 
Painting, based in California 
Strom currently acts as the opera-
tor for an Illinois branch of the 
nationwide company which paints 
houses and apartments in 15 states. 
As branch operator, he basically runs 
his own business. 
During the school year, Strom's 
duties include doing all of his own 
marketing, giving estimates, schedul-
ing clients and hiring painters. After 
school ends, the company's real work 
begins when houses are painted. 
During the painting process, 
Strom's duties entail purchasing sup-
plies, moving supplies from one loca-
tion to another and motivating 
employees. 
Strom said he applied for the posi-
tion to earn an internship. 
"As a business major,• he said, "it 
is Important to have an internship. A 
bachelor's degree alone is virtually 
worthless." 
Tu earn the position. Strom had to 
undergo a four-step interview 
process at the University of Illinois. 
Then he had to attend training ses-
sions at various locations throughout 
the state starting at the end of last 
semester. 
This year, 12,000 students applied 
for the position of branch operator, 
but less than 500 were accepted 
"The company does high-quality 
work,• Strom said. "And it can't do it 
without the right people. I am proud 
to be one of those.• 
Strom said the experience has 
already helped him pave his future 
Monday 
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Midweek Special 
by teaching him all the ins and outs of 
a small business management. 
The position of branch operator 
pays the profit margin at the end of 
the summer. 
The profit margin is a percentage 
of the total money earned, which 
Strom said ts typically around 22 per-
cent. 
"My goal is to book $100,000 this 
year," Strom said. 
If he achieves his goal, Strom will 
earn $22,000. 
Strom said he is currently on the 
right track to becoming one of the top 
state managers. His personal goal, if 
he becomes a state manager, is to 
bring the program to Eastern. 
Strom said the job takes up a lot of 
his time and does not allow for much 
of a social life. Strom visits prospec-
tive clients at 8 am. almost every 
weekend to give estimates. 
Then, the summer is taken up by 
painting. 
"Being 20 years old and in college,• 
he said, "that wasn't the first thing 
that I was looking at.• 
In addition to weekends and the 
summer, the internship also took over 
Strom's spring break. Strom and the 
other interns gave up their spring 
breaks to travel and paint a charity 
house. 
In return, College Works will take 
the interns to Cancun this summer to 
replace their lost spring break. 
"One of their mottos is 'Work Hard, 
Play Harder' and it has helped to 
motivate us," he said 
Strom said the job is a lot of fun 
and he enjoys doing it. Also, he said it 
helped him get his foot in the door 
because he plans to run his own busi-
ness some day. 
"The skills that I am learning are 
irreplaceable," he said. "That's why it 
is better than a regular internship." 
Daily Specials 
345-SUBS 
$5 Friday 
$5 Footlong 
Sunday 
3 - 6 inch combo meals 
for $11.99 2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1 
with the purchase of a drink New Items 
Catering Special 
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20) 
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40) 
Veggie & Marble Rye Bread 
BBQ Beef - 6 inch $3.49 / Ft $5.99 
Variety of Soups $1.89 
Crunch-a-bowl Salads 
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Moving out 
Taylor Smith, freshman marketing major, loads the trunk of his car Thursday afternoon outside of Taylor 
Hall. Smith was packing some of his things to take home this weekend. 
Online courses discussed at CAA 
By Sean McOonaugh 
STAFF WRITER 
Online courses were discussed 
at the Council on Academic 
Affairs meeting Thursday. 
Faculty members gave reports 
about their experiences with 
online courses. They also dis-
cussed how to improve online 
courses for students and teach-
ers. 
The reports, which consisted of 
what the faculty liked and dis-
liked about online learning, 
brought about discussion on how 
to proceed with the classes. 
"There is no way to have the 
same integrity as in the class-
room," said Doug Bock, CAA vice 
Earn $~5: 
Participate in an EIU 
Psychology Department 
study. Approximately 
2.5 hours (split into 
two separate days). 
chair, when asked about why the 
teachers made the reports about 
online courses. "The faculty has 
to have a standard for the stu-
dents to abide by." 
One of the main problems 
heard throughout the meeting 
was the lack of advertisements 
for online classes. 
Many teachers felt the student 
body was not getting enough 
information on how to go about 
taking the online classes. 
"The classes are inefficient 
because it seems they are hidden 
from the on-campus students," 
said Blair Lord, vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Members of the CAA said most 
students who are taking the 
online courses are students who 
don't attend Eastern. Those con-
tinuing education and Board of 
lh.lstees students are the ones 
that are making up the bulk, and 
not the on-campus college stu-
dents, taking these courses. The 
online courses do help students, 
but are time consuming for the 
teachers. Larry Heisel, a technol-
ogy professor, said an online class 
requtres about 250 hours before 
the class is prepared for students. 
"Online courses make the 
course much richer and the stu-
dents definitely have an advan-
tage," Heisel said. "It is a lot of 
work for the teachers, but it was 
enjoyable and it enhanced other 
courses." 
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Nilsen works to build 
Eastern relations 
By Carly Mullady 
CITY EDITOR 
Jill Nilsen, current President of the 
Charleston Chamber of Commerce and 
vice president of external relations for 
Eastern, will spend her year as new 
Chamber president continuing to develop 
the relationship between Eastern and the 
surrounding community. 
Nilsen has served as a member of 
Chamber since 1999, when she joined the 
board of directors. From that position she 
became treasurer in 2001, vice-president in 
2002 and president this year. 
"Once they hook you as treasurer, you 
move up the line," Nilsen said. 
In her 27 years at Eastern, Nilsen has 
moved from a communication disorders 
and sciences faculty member to the depart-
ment's chair, the associate dean of the grad-
uate school and a member of central 
administration before moving up to the 
vice president of external relations posi-
tion. 
Since she has been involved with exter-
nal relations, that office has made consid-
erable progress for the university. 
The external relations committee has 
done institutional planning, redone univer-
sity marketing materials and revised the 
university logo. 
Nilsen has worked alongside the devel-
opers of Eastern's web site and helped with 
its progress up to the current third edition. 
External Relations has also formed a 
relationship with legislature in Springfield. 
"Eastern has since visited Springfield 
and worked with senators and representa-
tives to talk with the staff about university 
accomplishments and 
its needs,• Nilsen said. 
During this year as 
chamber president 
and external relations 
vice-president, Nilsen 
hopes to continue 
developing a stronger 
relationship between 
Jill Nilsen the university and the 
community. 
"I believe my serv-
ing has helped facilitate communication 
between the university and the communi-
ty," Nilsen said. 
Joint promotional materials for the city 
and university have been developed for dis-
tribution to prospective businesses and res-
idents. 
In the last two years, the university and 
chamber put signs in community business-
es to welcome students to town. 
As chamber president, Nilsen has 
worked with the chamber to develop a 
stronger relationship among Charleston, 
Mattoon and Coles County collectively. 
Nilsen emphastz.ed the importance of the 
chamber's relationship with Coles, because 
of its economic development in the county. 
"I feel very proud of the increase in out-
reach efforts,• Nilsen said. 
The university has expanded its outreach 
with alumni, donors and friends. 
It has established a connection with the 
community that Nilsen attributes largely to 
the work of the external relations depart-
ment. 
"I enjoy the community of Charleston,• 
Nilsen said. "I have lived here since 1976." 
RHA OKs non-smoking floors 
By Yvette Cozad 
STAFF WRITER 
The Residence Hall 
Association voted in favor of 
adding a non-smoking floor 
to Douglas Hall for the 2004-
2005 school year at Its meet-
ing Thursday. 
Mark Hudson, director of 
housing and dining services, 
presented the proposal to 
the RHA calling for the sec-
ond floor of Douglas to be 
turned into a non-smoking 
floor. 
The RHA also approved 
Hudson's proposal to take 
Weller Hall off the endan-
gered building list. 
The endangered building 
list ls part of the Housing 
and Dining Services' master 
plan, Hudson said. 
Weller was placed on the 
list because it was originally 
built with the intention of 
being a temporary residence 
hall location, Hudson said. 
Though the plan calls for 
the removal of Weller, 
Hudson recommended that 
It be allowed to stay standing 
because of Its integral loca-
tion on campus. 
The RHA also voted to 
approve Hudson's proposal 
to install air conditioning in 
Weller during the summer 
of 2004. 
In addition, the RHA 
voted to support Hudson's 
last proposal that University 
Apartments' family housing 
be renovated and updated. 
The renovation of the 
apartments serves as an 
alternative to building a new 
complex at the same loca-
tion, he said. 
The apartments are locat-
ed behind the Wesley United 
Methodist Church adjacent 
to Lawson Hall. 
'Tm pretty optlmlstlc that 
these proposals will go into 
effect,• Hudson said. "We'll 
do our best to make a good 
argument for these propos-
als.· 
The RHA will meet at 5 
p.m. next Thursday in 
Stevenson Hall. 
Taiwan to be center of speech 
Joshua Wi kes 
STAFF WRITER 
Ben Shao, director of the Information 
Division for the Tulpel Economic and Cultural 
Office in Chicago, will address faculty and 
students with his speech, "Recent Progress.• 
He will discuss Tulwan's relations with the 
U.S. and the People's Republic of China. Shao 
said he will speak about Taiwan's "signifi-
cance in terms of economic power and 
Taiwan's strategic importance to the U.S. in 
the Western Pacific Region." 
Shao will also speak on the Iraqi confllct 
and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, 
according to a press release. Time will be 
allotted for a question and answer period, 
along with time for faculty responses. 
The education proved helpful in several 
positions Shao has held. Those jobs include 
deputy director of the Bureau of 
International Information Service, 
Government Information Office, 1998-2002; 
deputy director, Information Division, Tulpei 
Office in New York City, 1995-1998; assistant 
press secretary, Taiwan Presidential Office, 
1990-1995 and section chief, Bureau of 
International Information Service with the 
Tulwan Marine Corps, 1980-1982. 
Immediately following the question and 
answer portion of the evening beginning 
around 5:30 to 6:30 p.m., a reception will take 
place at Lumpkin Atrium in honor of Shao and 
Li. 
Shao's appearance continues a series of 
forums concerning international government 
representatives that Eastern's Public Policy 
Institute has offered this year. The address 
and reception are open to the public and 
admission is free. 
Candidates: 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A 
somewhat unfair, Kulp said 
Wierenga said he spent "probably 
about $100" on his campaign. 
"I asked my relatives for $5 per 
family," he said. "The rest came 
from me." 
"The rest of my campaigning was 
just going up to people,• Wierenga 
said. "More face-to-face campaign-
ing." 
didn't spend a thing." 
While all candidates interviewed 
said the extensive campaign efforts 
affected the elections race in one 
way or another, current Student 
Body President Alison Mormino 
stressed the importance of cam-
paigning. 
vote, the presence of the candidates 
helps to increase (campalgn) aware-
ness," Mormino said. 
The Elections Reform Act, passed 
in the 1994-95 school year, states stu-
dent body president candidates must 
submit all expenses and accompany-
ing receipts by next Wednesday, one 
week following the election. 
"I guarantee you if they {the two 
parties) hadn't spent any money on 
their campaigns, I would have prob-
ably won," Kulp said. 
Independent candidate Bud 
Wierenga's publicity efforts 
included fllers, posters and a few 
spray-painted sheets hung on fences, 
he said. 
The two parties went "more over-
board" on their spending than 
Wierenga said he had anticipated. 
Kulp agreed, saying "I got four-
hundred and something votes and I "As far as getting people out to 
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Crime: 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A 
based on each university's crime statistics. 
The rating Itself is from a national news service. 
For specific offenses, the primary universities with 
lower rates than Eastern were Northeastern Illinois 
University and Governors State University, which had 
zero sex offenses. Also, Northeastern Illinois 
University reported no aggravated assault/ battery 
and Governors State University reported no burgla-
ry/vehicle theft for 2001. 
However, both universities do not have any univer-
sity housing. 
Also, Chicago State University reported no sex 
offenses and Western Illinois University reported no 
aggravated assault/battery for ZOCH. 
The University of Illinois at Chicago received a risk 
rating of 10. Chicago State University received a nine 
and Northeastern Illinois University an eight risk rat-
ing for all crimes total. 
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale received a 
risk rating of six. 
Other schools that received a risk rating of five 
include Western Illinois University, Illinois State 
University and Northern Illinois University. 
The lowest ranking goes down to a one, but there is 
not a university Usted with a ranking below that, 
Mitchell said. 
The 2002 criminal statistics at Eastern are listed by 
month and classification and will be available for 
viewing on Eastern's Web site for only a short time. 
The All Points Bulletin News, which provided the 
information for the statistics, has shut down because 
of bankruptcy. The risk rating scale will be pulled 
from Eastern's site because the statistics will no 
longer be backed up with bulletin information, 
Mitchell said. 
The information provides detail on a variety of 
schools outside of Illinois as well. 
He said the information posted on both the sites is 
about three years old. 
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Libraries: 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE lA 
on a daily basis, many library boards 
have approved posting signs notifying 
patrons of the new rules. Visitors to the 
Skokie Public Library in suburban 
Chicago are greeted with green-bor-
dered signs warning them that informa-
tion about the books they borrow and 
Internet sites they visit could be gath-
ered by the government 
"It's raised some awareness, which 
was our intent," said library director 
Carolyn Anthony. 
Other libraries have hesitated to coop-
erate with law enforcement officials. 
In a survey sent to 1,500 libraries last 
fall by the Library Research Center at 
the University of Illinois, 225 library 
staffs said they had not cooperated with 
law enforcement requests for patron 
information while 219 libraries replied 
that they had cooperated. 
Several llbrarian groups, including 
the American Library Association and 
the Illinois Library Association, have 
also passed resolutions against the 
Patriot Act, and are lobbying Congress 
to change the legislation's wording. 
Librarians 'misinformed' 
However, Jeff Lungren, communica-
tions director for the House Judiciary 
Committee, said Ubrartans protesting the 
Patriot Act were "misinformed," and were 
"whipped up in a frenzy" for no reason. 
Most of the controversial regulations 
were on the books before the Patriot Act 
was enacted, he said. 
"The FBI has always had this authori-
ty" to review library records, he said. 
The only change the Patriot Act made, 
Lungren said, was to allow law enforce-
ment to gain access to third-party infor-
mation, such as the telephone calls of a 
suspected terrorist's girlfriend. 
While pushing for "aggressive over-
sight" of these laws, Lungren said the 
Judiciary Committee has yet to see law 
enforcement officials abuse their powers. 
"We are not concerned that {the 
Patriot Act) is being misused at this 
point," he said. 
Much of the opposition to the act, 
Lungren said, has come from left-lean-
ing communities such as Santa Cruz that 
are "using the Patriot Act as a bogey-
man." 
"They haven't taken the time to read 
the Patriot Act," Lungren said. 
Many provisions in the Patriot Act, 
including the section addressing Ubrary 
records, are due to sunset in 2005. 
However, pollticians such as Sen. Orrin 
Hatch of Utah have advocated making 
the legislation permanent. 
Booth Library conforms to law 
Since disclosure of cooperation with 
law enforcement officials requesting 
Ubrary information is a felony, it is 
uncertain whether any information on 
Eastern students has been taken from 
Booth Library. 
"We're no longer allowed to discuss or 
even admit that" Ubraty records have been 
requested by law enforcement officials, 
Lanham said. "Not even with each other." 
However, government inspection of 
records in libraries "is more widespread 
than one would think," he said. 
Freedman said college libraries may 
be more susceptible to law enforcement 
requests, since the percentage of for-
eign nationals on campus Is usually 
greater than in non-college towns. 
Before the Patriot Act passed, 
Lanham said law enforcement officials 
would periodically request information 
from Booth Library, usually involving 
internal Ubrary problems such as van-
dalism. 
Lanham said library officials were 
reluctant to disclose information In 
those cases. 
"Have there been casual requests (in 
the past)? Yes," Lanham said. "Did we 
answer them? Probably not." 
In those cases, law enforcement offi-
cials would go directly to the dean, he 
said. 1bday, law enforcement requests 
would be handled through the proper 
channels - student workers, for exam-
ple, would not disclose patron informa-
tion, he said. 
"We've instructed faculty and staff on 
the possibility (of law enforcement 
requests), and procedures for carrying 
them out.," Lanham said. "They've been 
trained on what to do." 
However, Lanham would not say what 
those procedures were. 
While Lanham refused to say how 
long Booth kept Its records, he said that 
like most libraries, Booth's records are 
discarded "as soon as possible." 
Freedman said most Ubraries usually 
keep records anywhere between one 
and three weeks. 
The new laws pose a "conundrum" to 
Booth officials, Lanham said. 
"We don't want to give out confiden-
tial information; however, I don't want to 
be harboring a terrorist either," he said 
"We guard information as everyone 
would expect us to," he said. "(But) 
when you're staring at an FBI agent, It's 
a different matter." 
....................................................................... . . . . • . . . . . CONCERT . . 
. . . . . 
~ someone named simon 9-11 p.m . . 
i Sat. April 26th . . . . . . . . . . . . 
@ The Warehouse 
1 02 N. 6th Street . 
: DJ. Starts . 
: At . . Call 276-0305 for more information : 7p.m. . . . . .•.....•••.............••••.....••••....••••...•••••.....•••.....••••.. 
x 
SATURDAY 
$3.50 Hurricanes 
FRIDAY 
Luncn ~peci~: 
COO 'n' fries 
il.~~ 
$1 All 
you can 
eat pizza 
4-lpm 
DJ All Weekend Long 
Fill all the 
empty seats 
at your next 
event ... 
ADVERTISE 
SA THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS Friday, April 25, 2003 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $1000 FOR YOUR 
GROUP. Work on campus to 
raise money for your student 
group or organization. Make your 
own schedule and earn $5 per 
application. Please call 1-800-
808-7450 
________ 1128 
Fine Dining Restaurant in Paris 
looking for Sous Chef Trainee for 
Thursday. Friday. & Saturday 
evenings. Hours roughly 2pm-
11 pm. Willing to train hard work-
ing individual who is depend-
able. Phone 465-2003 for inter-
view. 
________ 4125 
Now taking applications for part 
time- nights and weekends, Apply 
at Charleston Dairy Queen. 20 
State Street 
________ 4125 
A METABOLISM BREAK-
THROUGH! "I lost 40 LBS in 2 
months!" "Ephedra Free· 1-800-
231-5612 
________ 4/30 
Celebrate May Day with Ruffalo 
Cody and Weststaff. Thursday. 
May 1st from 12pm-4pm at 504 
6th street, Charleston. See what 
all the excietment is about... 
learn how you can be a part of it. 
Immediate openings. Flexible 
schedules, "welcome bonus" for 
qualified applicants. Jimmy 
Johns subs, Interviews avail-
able. Join us!! Weststaff eoe 
m/f/h/v 
________ 5/1 
Sales Associate Needed: We are 
looking for dynamic, goal orient-
ed, sales professionals to fill 
part time hours. Jewelry sales 
experience preferred. Apply in 
person at: Ideal Jewelry and 
Gifts Cross County Mall 
Mattoon IL 61938 
________ 512 
Building Blocks Daycare is looking 
for qualified energetic people to 
work for us! Interested call 234-
8889 
________ 515 
Bartender trainees needed. $250 
a day potential. Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext.539 
________ 515 
Country Schoolhouse Preschool is 
now accepting applications for 
childcare assistants. Part time posi-
tions available. 5-25 hours per 
week. Experience preferred. 345-
3082 
________ 515 
HE L P WANTED 
Start $9.50 + O.T. Get paid week-
ly! We'll train you! Rent-A-Center 
has openings for account man-
agers to provide customer service 
incl. sales, delivery and set-up of 
furniture, appliances and electron-
ics and managing past due 
accounts. Rapid advancement. 5-
day. 48-hr week includes 
evenings. No Sundays. No holi-
days, No shifts. Bilingual a plus! 
Basic requirements include: ability 
to manage own time. Good listen-
ing and speaking skills. HS some 
college preferred. Valid local driv-
ers license. Handle heavy furniture 
and appliances. Team member 
benefits include medical, dental, 
vision, life, disability. 401k. 2 week 
paid vacation after 12 months. 
Equal Opportunity Employer, 
drug-free workplace. Apply in per-
son. 301 Lakeland Blvd, Mattoon. 
________ 515 
House 
+For Rent 
900 Division 
3 Bedrooms 
$675 per Month 
10 or 12 Month Lease 
847-718-4855 (Day) 
847-202-8733 (Evening) 
- or -
E-Mail: 
bgwardys@dist214. k12.i l. us 
10 or 12 month lease 
4 or 5 BR House, 2 Baths, 
AC, & Wasrnr I Dryer 
10201st St 
Cal  Dan @ 345-3273 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified ad form 
Name: ----------------
Address: ---------------
Phone: Student: D Yes D No -------
Under classification of: ----------
Expiration code (office use only): 
Person accepting ad: ___ Compositor: __ 
No. words I days: Amount due: $ __ _ 
Payment: 
Dates to run: 
--~-------~---
Ad to read: 
HELP WANTED 
SUMMER WORK 
$14.50 BASE-APT 
FLEXIBLE FULL TIME/PART TIME 
CUSTOMER SERVICE/SALES 
SCHOLARSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS 
NO TELEMARKETING 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY -
CONDITIONS EXIST. MUST BE 
18+ DETAILS, CALL: 217-235-4080 
'MB91E:~ 
~
________ 515 
. The Best Features: 
• washer/dryer 
•ale 
•deck 
• dishwasher 
HELP WANTED 
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED MAR-
KET RESPONSE n ~~ 
WESTAFF is kloking for people just li<e 
you to be a part cl our team!!! $7/HR 
WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES 
\MJrk around YOUR schedie with 
our new flexible hours: 5p-9p: 12p-4p 
or 12:30p-9p Business casual atmos-
phere 8ooJs poternal Advancement 
opportunity CaR today to schedie 
your personal i1tervieN. 345-1303 
________ 00 
• DSUphone/cable jacks 
• new carpet & vinyl 
. The Best Deal: 
•rent from $188/person 
• low electric avgs. 
• ample free parking 
•trash paid J I m Wood, Realto r 
FOR RENT 
4 bedroom house, dose to campus 
with W/D. No pets. call 345-9670. 
________ 4125 
2 BR house 170512th Slreel Furrished. 
f'C, Trash pan Cbse to ariµ.is. Pets 
~. 217-B68-9015. 
________ 4125 
3 BR house, new fridge. fresh 
paint. 912 Division 217-348-3357 
________ 4125 
5-6 bedroom house 1409 9th street 
Has 6 bedrooms, but I w~I consider 
only 5 students. Completely remod-
eled. Hardwood floors. ceiing fans. 
M:Jst see. $235 per month per stu-
dent, plus utilities. No pets. no laun-
dry. Call 348-1474 for showing. 
________ 4125 
FOR RENT 
1,2,3 bedroom apartments. 
Oldetowne Management. Close 
to campus. 345-6533 
________ 4125 
3 l:lrloon 2rd ft:xr r:i 2 tt 1400 9h 
Sleet E~ is new. M.E.t see. $235 
j'.B'm:l1h j'.B'pa'!D\ plisUIEs. NofBs. 
No 1:1.n:ty Cal 348-1474 fa 9J:Mil} 
________ 4125 
Nice 4 BR home, 1 1/2 baths, fully 
furnished. 2 car detached garage. 
Cl A. cheap utilities. 1 blk from 
campus. Call 217-857-3611 
________ 4125 
Housing for 1-5 residents. VARIETY. 
Lists at 1512 A. Street V..ood Rentals, 
Jm V..ooct. Realtor. 345-4489 
________ 4128 
NOW it's time to find a place, to decide where. 
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses, Brittany 
Ridge Townhouses for 2·5. 
.~,..~~)9~ 
.J im W ood, R ea ltor 
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charleston. IL 61920 
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472 
Lincolnwood Pinecree 
Apartmencs 
Studio, 1. 2 & 3 Bedroom 
Apartments 
• L o t s o f space 
• Swimming p ool 
• V olleyba ll court 
~ - ~, Across from Carman Hall ~ 
-;t., r;'9 345-sooo r--Y: 
C AMPU S CLIP S 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICES: Finals Week Textbook Return hours: 
are Monday, May 5th from 8-4:30, Tueselay-Thurselay, May 6th-8th from 8-
8. anel Friday, May 9th from 8-3. 
THE COUNSELING CENTER: Lifeskills workshop on Monday, April 28th 
at 7:30pm. "Healthy anel Unhealthy Risk Taking· presentec! by Dr. Mark 
Kiel. Counseling Center. Come to this workshop to learn the difference 
between healthy anel unhealthy risk taking anel what prevents us from try-
ing new things we desperately want to Clo. 
~ht Ntmlork ~imtl 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0314 
ACROSS 
1Unlocked 
area? 
391983 Woody 67Trash heaps, 
Allen film e.g. 
41 Mouths: Lat. 
9Phase 42Aspiring DOWN 
15Gradually artist's sub- 1 Rock star 
161t does a lot mission turned 
of firing 44Like a snake activist 
17Very recently 49Doggies 2Maintain delivered 
18wl·nemaker 50Concoct 3Sainted pope 
Gallo 
called "ttie m-+-+-+--+--+--+-
51 Dreaming Great" 
19Lover of Eos phenomenon 41962 Joseph 
20Criticized 52Capital near Wiseman title m--+--+--
and how! the Adriatic role 
22Stuff in a 54Partner of 5Really sh'1ne 
robber-foiling 
pack parts 6Set (against) 
24Lowest 59LL1jekechtenste1·n 7L. L. Cool J's 
28Clique "In Too 
32Common sol- 62Trusted Deep" co-star 
vent friend 8Commercial 
33Fault line? 641ts empl9y- prefix with 
35He chalked ees are rn mundo 
up 915 training 9Weak 
points 65Snake alter- 1 OPacific 
36100 points natives 11 Wise one 
37Taste 66Erotic 
------------ 12" ... die stran-gled _ my 
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE Romeo 
comes?": 
Shak. 
......,.,.__......, .... 13Firms: Abbr. 
14Explosive 
......,.........,..,.. ......... .....,. 21 Influential 
journal pub-
lisher: Abbr. 
........................... 23Deborah's 
Puzzle by Kevin Hagen 
28"Brrr!" 
29More likely to 
bump into 
30Park place? 
31Cable 
modem pro-
ducer 
341t may be 
humanitarian 
43Taverner of 
''The 
Simpsons" 
45Bilingual 
woman, 
maybe 
46Marshall 
Mathers, 
familiarly 
47Doubtless 
48Fancy home 
amenity 
58Historical 
sewer 
59Comedian 
Ritz and oth-
ers 
600n, in a way 
61 Dupin's cre-
ator 
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecliive day 
th€reafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each coosecutive day afteiward. 15 word minimum. 
'The King 
and I" 
co-star 
..,........,.....,......,. 25Green 
_...,._.......,..._.....,._ 26Green 
38Big show of 
support 
39Magnifier, of 
sorfs 
53Bun's place 
5550-oared 
ship 
56Draft, e.g. 
57Unpleasant 
one 
631t's named for 
a Germanic 
war god: 
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste. 
27Confederates 
40Truncation 
indication: 
Abbr. Abbr. 
Friday, April 25, 2003 
HELP WANTED 
5 BRs stove/ fridge 
washer/dryer/ trash paid. Partially 
furnished, Very Nice and close to 
Stix!! $275/person/mo. 345.5088 
(10 or 12 mo. lease) 
_________ 4/30 
House on 9th St w/ 5 BRs. 2 
kitchens/2 baths newly remod-
eled. 10 or 12 mo. lease. 
$275/person/mo. 345.5088 
_________ 4/30 
We still have a few 3-5 BR homes 
available for the Fall semester. 
Give us a call to check them out 
before summer starts!! 345.5088, 
10 or 12 month lease. 
_________ 4/30 
3 BR APT LOCATED AT 202 1/2 
6TH ST. CARPETED. NEW 
KITCHEN, BATH WITH SHOWER. 
A/C, WASHER & DRYER. CALL 
345.7522 AFTER 5:30 345.9462 
_________ 4/30 
2 BR Apartments, CIA. 2 blocks from 
campus. Call 345-9636 after 6pm 
_________ 4/30 
3-4 bedroom house. 2 baths, fur -
nished, A/C, OW. Trash paid. $245 
each plus utilities. 348-8641. 
__________ 5/2 
4 BR house, W/D, basement, 10 
or 12 month lease, near campus. 
Call 348-7563. 
_________ 5/2 
2/ 3 BR House, 1810 Johnson 
$250/2, $200/3 348-5032 
_________ 5/2 
4 BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths, walk to 
Buzzard. 345.4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
_________ 5/2 
NEAT 3 BR house for 3 quiet resi-
dents. Fresh carpet vinyl. cabinets. 
Washer/dryer, ale. $630 month. 
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
_________ 5/2 
3 BR HOUSE, 1 block to Stadium, 
w/d, central ale. $630 month. 
345.4489, Wood Rentals. Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
_________ 5/2 
3 BR house for 3-4, 1 block to EIU, 
close to Stix, Krackers, etc. Ugly, 
but mechanically sound. $630 
month. 345.4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
_________ 5/2 
Grad student faculty. staff. Apts for 
1 person, close to EIU. $300-350. 
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
__________ 5/2 
2 BR apt 1/2 block to Rec Ctr, 
cable incl.. central ale. $230/per -
son. 345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
__________ 5/2 
2 BR money saver @ $190/person. 
Cable & water incl. Don't miss it. 
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
_________ 5/2 
BRIITANY RIDGE TOWNHOUS-
ES, NEW CARPET. VINYL. 
DSUphone/cable outlets. Best 
floor plan, best prices! 345.4489, 
Wood Rentals, J im Wood, Realtor. 
_________ 5/2 
4 BR house for 4, great 10th St 
location, 1 1/ 2 baths, ale. 
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
__________ 5/2 
1 person looking for a roomy apt? 
Try this 2 BR priced for one @ 
$350/mo. Cable TV & water incl. 
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
__________ 5/2 
2 BR apts near Buzzard. $400'12 
months. water ild. Low utities. A/C, 
c.oi1 laundry, arrpte parkirv;J. 345.4489, 
W:xx:t Renals, Jin W:xx:t. Realtcx: 
__________ 5/2 
4 BR house, 1919 9th st. 
$220/mo per person. A/C, W/D, 
fireplace. 258.0661 or 342.3475 
after 6pm. 
_________ 5/5 
2-3-4-5 bedroom houses from 
112 block to union to quiet neigh-
borhood. Furnished or unfur -
nished. Lots of variety. Call 345-
2038 after hours and weekends 
or 276-6021 days. 
__________ 5/5 
5 BR house 1/2 block to union, 1 
block to Old Main. $190/mo. or 4 
students @ $225/mo. Garage. 
w/d available. 276-6021 day 345-
2038 evening. 
__________ 5/5 
1 BR apts. $275-$300. Furnished, 
great for grad. student. 276-6021 
days 345-2038 evenings 
__________ 5/5 
THE DA ILY EASHRN NEWS 9A 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
FOR RENT 
Vaughn Victorian 1 & 2 bedroom 
apartments and houses. Modern 
comfort, old world charm. 345-
4714 
_________ 5/5 
Female tenants needed for quiet 
1 &2 BR apts. Very unique, sun 
deck, antique floors. Too much to 
list. Call 348.0819, leave message 
__________ 5/5 
ONE BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN!!! 
2&3 BR apts, LIKE NEW!! W/D. Call 
549.1521 
_________ 5/5 
For rent, remodeled 2 & 3 BR apts. 
WID. 10 mo lease, $200/person. 
549-1 521 
__________ 5/5 
912 Division. Nice 3 BR house. 
$5 70 rent $570 deposit Trash i1cl. 
217-932-2910. 
__________ 5/5 
Hornes for fall 3.4,5 BR W/D, CIA. 
trash paid. within 2 bkx:ks of cam-
pus 345-3253 
_________ 5/5 
Nice home, 4 girls, for fall. W/D, 
CIA. OW trash paid, close to cam-
pus. 345-3253 
__________ 5/5 
Renting Rooms for fall. Utilities 
paid, 1/2 block from campus. 
345-3253 
__________ 5/5 
GREAT LOCATION: NINTH/LIN-
COLN ONE, 2 BR APTS SUIT-
ABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS. 
348-0209. 
__________ 5/5 
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. 1.2.3 
BR. OFF-STREET PARKING. 
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 549-6215 
__________ 5/5 
Close to campus. 5 BR house. 
A/C, W/D. low utilities 112 block 
to student rec center. 2 blocks to 
Old Main. Trash paid. $225/per-
son. 348-0614 
__________ 5/5 
4 BR house now available for 3-4 
people. good parking, patio. $225 
each. 731 4th street 897-6266 
_________ 5/5 
1 & 2 BR apts available summer & 
2003-2004 semesters. Call for info: 
345-4602 
__________ 5/5 
1025 4th St. 5 BR partially fur-
nished, deposit required. 
Available August. 618-580-5843 
_________ 5/5 
Available August 15, 2003, 2 BR 
Furn Apt. Laundry on premises, 
parking & trash included. Very 
clean, nice & locally owned. On 
campus by EIU police. Please call 
for appt. 348.067 3 
__________ 00 
1 BR APTS ON THE SQUARE. 
LIKE NEW. EXTRA NICE. CIA. 
CARPET. AND DISHWASHER. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST AND 
AUGUST 1ST. $300 PER MONTH 
AND $350 PER MONTH. 
INCLUDES WATER AND TRASH. 
345-4010 
__________ 00 
FOR RENT 
FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2&4 BR 
houses, DSL wiring. central air. 
ceiling fans, cable/phone jacks, 
2417 maint. 10 or 11 1/2 month 
lease, W/D, newer appliances. 
Call 346-3583 
__________ 00 
Newly recarpeted, 1,2, 3 BR apts 
on campus. Call Lindsay at 348-
1479 
__________ 00 
SPACIOUS, 1 BR apt across from 
EIU At 1542 4th St All elec, cent. Air. 
Good closet Space. Trash & parking 
induded. Ideal for mature student or 
couple. Availabilities for June & 
August. 345-7286. 
__________ 00 
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR 
houses. Within walking distance 
of Eastern. Call 345.2467 
__________ 00 
Now renting for Fall 2003: Very 
close to campus. Several 1,2&3 
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available. 
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006 
__________ 00 
4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, A/C & 
W/D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273 
__________ 00 
2 BR apt completely furnished 
newly remodeled, no pets. trash & 
water furnished. $235 per stu-
dent. 235-0405. 
__________ 00 
Tired of apt living? Riley Creek 
Properties has clean 3 BR homes 
& townhouses available beginning 
June 1st. All partially or fully fur-
nished & close to campus.restau-
rants/shopping. PETS CONSID-
ERED. Call 512.9341 days or 
345.6370 evenings. Leave 
Message. 
__________ 00 
Nice 1 BR apt with office space. 
Excellent location. $350 per month. 
Call 345-0652. 
__________ 00 
STILL SMELL THE NEW CON-
STRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. 
@ 117 W. Polk w/ stove, refrig. 
micro, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. Trash paid. 
$450/single. $275 ea/2 adults. 
348-77 46. www.charlestoni-
lapts.com 
__________ 00 
3 BLOCKS FROM EIU @ 2001 S. 
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet 
your needs. Furn.@ $435/single, 
$50012 adults. Unfurn.@$395/sin-
gle, $46012 adults. Stove, refrig. 
micro, laundry room. Trash paid. 
348-77 46. www.charlestoni-
lapts.com 
__________ 00 
CLOSE TO SHOPPING! 1305 18th 
Street. 2 BR apts w/stove. refrig. 
micro, laundry. Will meet your 
needs. $395/single. $460/2 adults. 
Trash included. 348-77 46 
www.charlestonilapts.com 
__________ 00 
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR 
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS 
$280/ PERSON. FURNISHED. 
SUPER LOW UTILITIES. 
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL 
YEAR. 345-5022 
__________ 00 
FOR RENT 
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2&3 
BR. OFF STREET PARKING. 
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161 . 
__________ 00 
2 nice houses, all appliances, 
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003. 
Excellent locations. 345-7530 
__________ 00 
SEITSINGER APTS 1611 9TH 
STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD 
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUM-
MER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT & 
GARBAGE FURNISHED. 9 
MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE. 
CALL 345-7136 
__________ 00 
2 BR townhouse apt. furnished, 
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks 
from campus. Call 348-0350 
__________ 00 
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-
5048 
__________ 00 
3 BR house for rent for Fall 2003. 
Good location W/D & AC, trash, 
off street parking. no pets. 345-
7286. 
__________ 00 
NICE APTS STILL AVAILABLE! 
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall 
2003. Good location, reasonable 
rates, trash, off street parking, no 
pets. 345-7286. 
__________ 00 
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE 
For 4-5 persons, central air, wash-
er/dryer, dishwasher. garbage dis-
posal, 2 1 /2 baths. Trash and paved 
parking included, near campus. 
local responsive landlord. From 
$188-$225/ person. Available in 
May. Lease length negotiable. 246-
3083 
__________ 00 
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S. 
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts. low util-
ities. New carpet and new furniture. 
Leasing for Spring and Fall 2003 
semesters. Call 346-3583 
__________ 00 
Comfy. large 2 BR house. All rooms 
with DSL. cable, phone jacks. New 
A/C, furnace, and dishwasher. W/D, 
trash/mowing included. Nice yard. 
2417 maint. 10-12 month appli-
ances and windows. Low utilities. 
Off-street parking. Steel doors with 
deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583 
__________ 00 
Cozy. 2 BR house all rooms with 
DSL cable, phone jacks. All new 
appliances and windows. Covered 
front porch. New A/C and furnace. 
Low utilities. Trash and mowing 
included. Off-street lighted park-
ing. Steel doors with deadbolts. 
24-7 maint. 10-12 mo/lease. 4 min 
to EIU. JWheels 346-3583 
__________ 00 
LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms with 
NEW DSL cable, phone jacks and 
fans, W/D, C/A, furnaces, dish-
washer, refrigerator and range. 
Off-street lighted parking. Steel 
doors with deadbolts. 24/7 maint. 
10-12 mo/lease. 4 min to EIU. 
mowing and trash included. 
JWheels 346-3583 
__________ 00 
FOR RENT 
HUGE 4 BR house with BIG clos-
ets! 3 new baths, all rooms with 
DSL cable, phone jacks and fans. 
New W/D, A/C, 24/7 maint. 10-12 
mo/lease/ All new windows, off-
street lighted parking. Great front 
porch and deadbolts on doors! 4 
minutes to EIU. Mowing and trash 
included. JWheels 346-3583 
__________ 00 
$299/MO. INCLUDES HEAT. 
WATER. & TRASH. ABOVE 
MOM'S. DAVE 345-2171. 9-
11am. 
__________ 00 
Leasing summer for 10-12 month. 
1 BR ($350) & 2 BR ($400). Large 
apts, furnished, ideal for couples. 
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or 
345-6127. 
__________ 00 
NICE, 2 BR apts still avail. for next 
year. $225-$300/person. Good 
locations, good condition, locally 
owned, locally maintained. No 
pets. 345-7286 
__________ 00 
FOR SALE 
1999 Toyota RAV4. 4 door sedan, 
2 wheel drive. $11,000. Less than 
27k miles. 345-4425 
_________ 4/25 
62' Big screen $500 OBO. Pool 
table $200, Fuss Ball table $40. 
348-9366 Ryan or Bobby. 
_________ 4/25 
1994 Mazda Protege LX. Looks 
great. runs great! Cold AC, 5 
speed. Dependable $2500. 345-
2816. 
__________ 5/ 1 
Two 2001 Honda Elite SR scoot-
ers, Model SA50. Very low miles. 
$1400 each OBO Call 345-4171 
_________ 5/5 
RUMMAGE SALE: Saturday, April 
26th 11th Street. Just turn south 
off Lincoln, next to Terminex. 
Formal dresses, men & womens 
clothing. CDs, Nintendo 64, stere-
os and more! 
_________ 4/25 
ROOMMATES 
3 girls and a dog need roommate 
for 2003-2004 school year. $245 
monthly. close to campus, W/D. 
call Kari 348-9354 
_________ 4/25 
Looking for 2-3 roommates to fill 
a 5 room house. Great location, 
call 348.3825 
_________ 4/29 
Looking for a female roommate for 
2 BR apt. June 1, close to cam-
pus. Call 345-9571 or 549-5749. 
_________ 4/30 
Looking for 1 roommate, 3 BR 
apartment close to campus, 
$285/month. Call Jamie 348-6727 
__________ 5/5 
Female Roommate needed for 3 
BR unfurnished, new apt. 
$275/person/month. Call 
348.1840 or 345. 7579 
_________ 5/5 
FOR RENT 
Roommates wanted, $295/month. 
Call Lindsey 348.14 79 
Roommates for 3 BR furnished 
apartments. $290 per person. 
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583 
Sublessor needed! 1 bedroom 
SUBLESSORS 
newly remodeled apt. Available 
following finals. $290/month obo! 
Call Erica 840-4721 . 
_________ 4/25 
Sublessor needed for 3 bedroom 
apartment for June and July. 
$275/month per person. Cal 345-2891 
_________ 4/25 
Female sublessor for large fully 
furnished apartment on campus. 
Cheap/negotiable rent, free park-
ing. quiet building. Available 
May10-August 15 (negotiable). 
Call Andrea 348-3379 
__________ 5/ 1 
F ernale sublessor needed for village 
point apartment. Available Aug.-
June $240/month. Call 581-8057 
__________ 5/2 
Sublessor needed for brand new 
apartment. Across from Carmen 
Hall. 4 bedroom with 1 bedroom 
available for 1-2 people. August 
1- July. 217-728-7849. 
__________ 5/5 
PERSONALS 
AITENTION ALL GRADUATING 
SENIORS! If you are interested in 
a yearbook of your senior year. 
and are not sure how to pick it up. 
come to the Student Publications 
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall, 
and for only $4 we will mail you a 
copy in the Fall when they are 
published. Call 581- 2812 for 
more information. 
---------~00 
THURSDAY AT MOTHERS! Don't 
miss the last time to see Eastern's 
favorite 2 D.J.'s together before 
summer! $1 S.O.B. shots. 
_________ 4/24 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
$5, $5, $5! SEE WHAT $5 BUYS!!! 
AT JUST SPENCES. 1148 6TH 
STREET. OPEN TUESDAY-SAT-
URDAY 1 :30-5PM 345-1469. 
DONATIONS WELCOME! 
_________ 4/24 
Rooms are still available for gradu-
ation weekend, May 9-10. Call the 
Charleston Days Inn at 345-7689 
_________ 4/23 
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING 
SENIORS! If you are interested i1 a 
yearbook of your senior year. and 
are not sure how to pick it up. come 
to the Student Publications office, 
room 1802 Buzzard Hall, and for 
only $4 we wiR mail you a copy in 
the Fall when they are published. 
Call 581-2812 for more information. 
---------~00. 
Great location across from park! 4 
bed. 2 shower, off street parking. 
large backyard, new W/D. $250 
per/person + deposit. 11 month 
lease for the price of 10 months! 
1210 Division. 235-0939. 
__________ 00 N 0 N s E Q u I Tu R BY WI LEY MILLER 
REDUCED RATES, 3 BR APTS FOR 
FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE. NO 
PETS. 348-8305 
__________ 00 
BUZZARD STUDENTS. 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2 
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th. 
Call 345.6000 to see! 
__________ 00 
SUM\1ER MINI STORAGE. 11/in.3 mo. 
lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units. Pl'Klne 
348-7746 
__________ 00 
4 BR apt. $225 each. 1/2 block 
from campus.Trash included. 
Plenty of free parking. 345-6967 
__________ 00 
Nice 5 BR 2 bath house 2 
blocks from campus. C/A. Free 
washer and dryer. Low utilities. 
Private backyard. We mow. 
Trash included. $245 each. 345-
6967 
__________ 00 
House for rent. 3-4 BR. 2 show-
ers, air. W/D, off-street parking. 
202.4456 
__________ 00 
FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2, 3&4 BR 
houses. Great locations, close to 
campus. 2417 maint. Great prices. 
Call now! 346-3583 
__________ 00 
Bo;;./>.\)'{"( QUi;..t;.Nf,, 
HI>-\/~ NO'N 
~~QI; ti INIO 
N\.'{ 0001<. oF 
Dl?I L..\),)?(QIV? ... 
B 0 0 N 0 0 c K s BY AARON MCGRUDER 
ess Heading 
a Bit South? 
in t:he DEN 581 -2816 
THEN THEY TOOi( THE Bt.!NOFOLD 
OFF AND P<JSHED ME OUT OF THE 
TANI(, RIGIIT AROUND Hl~l ... 
SOOK Of 
911;\ \..L\Y.:>tON'?? 
!1UT IT'S 11EEN THREE OAYS 
AND THEY HA\/EN'T COME 11ACI(. 
SO IF' SOMEONE COULD PLEASE -· 
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Make i t a pai't o f your 1norning routine ... 
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TRACK & FIELD 
STEPHEN HAAS/ASSOC IATE PHOTO EDITOR 
Sophomore thrower Aaron Grobengeiser throws the shot put during practice. 
Gadgets are great but Akers still trusts old-fashioned methods 
By Jamie Fetty 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Panther men's track coach Tum Akers likes to 
show off the gadgets that make clocking races a 
more exact science. 
"When it's working, it's fantastic," Akers said 
of the $12,000 system that takes more than 150 
pictures of a racer during the moment he or she 
crosses the finish Une. If officials need to break 
a tie, the software can calculate a racer's time to 
the hundredth of a second. 
But Akers still relies on some older standbys 
to get him through mammoth invites like the 
Big Blue Classic, including volunteers who have 
lent hands since the 1980s. Akers needs about 30 
to 35 volunteers to run a track meet that size, he 
said gesturing toward a trio of grad students 
assisting the h!gh:Jumpers. 
The team itself combines the work ethic of 
longtime volunteers with the speed of a light-
ning-fast finish line camera, or at least that's 
what Akers is shooting for. For now, he's focused 
more on working the team hard than on placing. 
Training runners, distance runners especially, Is 
a long-term commitment. 
"It takes years of training, not just a six-week 
crash course," Akers said. 
Wind presents a problem in the early months 
of outdoor competition. 
"It's amazing how slight a breeze It would take 
for an illegal wind," Akers said. 
Wind in general can hurt more than it helps, 
Akers said as runners in the 400 meter started 
taking their places. A tail wind will push a run-
ner along, but he or she has to battle the same 
wind after the tum. 
The key to the 400 is relaxation and pacing, 
Akers said. The middle-distance race requires 
more speed than a long race and more 
endurance than a dash, so remaining calm and 
not pushing wins the race. 
"If you run fast and stay relaxed, you make it 
look pretty easy," he said. 
When Akers recruits, he digs up athletes who 
can stack up against tough competition, fill in 
for injured players and consistently attack their 
event with enthusiasm. College level track and 
field, Akers said, demands players who can jug-
gle course work with a tough training schedule 
and still excel in both. 
"In college, If you're not taking care of busi-
ness, you're not able to compete," Akers said. 
"You have to follow the rules." 
A T!E!filQ N LADilES 
W Ol"'r\.o-n Who 1="'1.Jrc::ho$e ~ lrcoep"ives: fr.om 
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" o purcha~e con tr'¢e·Gpti..,e5 a ' the Hecf1h 
Se.rvice lby M a y 1 61f"l_ 
Pl EAU.i ORD ER E'AllflL Y liQ ll!EAT TH I: !tUSHf 
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Teams split, travel 
to Drake, S. Illinois 
+ Eastern prepares for next weeks OVC Championships 
By Michael Gilbert 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Eastern men's and women's track 
and field team will split Its squads for 
one last tune-up before the Ohio Valley 
Conference Championship next week. 
Select Panthers will travel to Iowa for 
the Drake Relays, while the rest of the 
crew heads to Southern Illinois for a 
meet in Carbondale. 
The Drake Relays featurs some of the 
best competition the Panthers will see all 
year according to men's head coach Tum 
Akers. 
"The top teams around the nation will 
be at the Drake Relays," Akers said. 
"There will be schools from the Big 12 
Conference, Big Tun Conference and 
Pac-10 Conference." 
With powerhouses like Michigan, 
Iowa, Iowa State, Oregon and Oregon 
State in attendance, Akers is not qutte 
sure how the Panthers will fare in the 
meet. 
"We'll have to wait and find out," 
Akers said. "There are some events 
where we will do well and there are 
some events where we will not." 
One Panther going to Drake will be 
senior distance runner Kyle O'Brien, 
who will compete in the 5,000-meter run. 
O'Brien had an exceptional meet his last 
time out when he ran the 10,000-meter 
run in 29:36.36 and finished in sixth-
place out of 42 competitors at the Mt. Sac 
Relays in California. 
For his efforts, the Danville native 
was named an NCAA Championship pro-
visional qualifier for the 10,000-meter 
event. Any runner who finishes the 
10,000-meter run in under 29 minutes 
automatically qualifies for the June 
championship event, but It Is possible 
O'Brien could have one of the top provi-
sional times and still qualify for the 
NCAA Championship. 
Joining O'Brien at the Drake Relays 
will be sprinter Jarrod Macklin. Thesen-
!or Is coming off one of his better meets 
of the year as he won the 400-meter dash 
at the Kansas Relays held last week. The 
sprinter will look to continue his success 
in Iowa. 
"Jarrod was complaining about how 
he was running (this season) but he ran 
well at Kansas," Akers said. "I was real 
pleased with his performance. He was 
patient and he got the job done." 
This Is a key week for some Panthers 
to earn a spot on the conference team 
that will head to Nashville, Tunn., for the 
OVC Championship. The men who are 
competing at the Drake Relays have 
already cemented their place on the con-
ference team, but for the remaining 
members this Is the weekend to impress. 
"For the crew going to Drake, it is just 
to keep the ball rolling," Akers said. 
"For the squad going to Southern 
Illlnois, it is a chance to prove what they 
can do." 
Filling out the Panthers' Uneup at 
Drake will be junior hurdler Jermaine 
Jones and senior javelln thrower Jon 
Bourque. The Panthers' 4xl 00 and 
4x400-meter relay teams will run at 
Drake. 
On the women's side, the Panthers will 
hope to have a solid meet before the 
OVC Championship. Head coach Mary 
Wallace realizes the importance of a 
strong showing at both the Drake Relays 
and the SIU meet. 
"It's always great to go into a compet-
itive meet like the OVC Championship 
on a good note," Wallace said 
Despite the steep competition, 
Wallace believes the Panthers can suc-
ceed at the Drake Relays. 
"I think we'll do well," Wallace said. 
"The girls are excited to race and It will 
be a great atmosphere with around 
20,000 knowledgeable fans at the meet." 
Senior Mary Wood will attempt to 
break her own school record in the pole 
vault when she competes this weekend. 
At the Kansas Relays, Wood vaulted her-
self into the record books with a vault of 
10 feet and 10 inches. Wallace believes it 
Is qutte possible for Wood to reach the 
11-foot mark at Drake. 
"This weekend Is a chance for her to 
vault again and become consistent at the 
11-foot mark," Wallace said. "She is at a 
point where once she hits 11 feet, she can 
hit it consistently." 
Wallace said she Is looking for the 
team as a whole to step up before the 
conference championship. 
"Eveiy athlete Is important," Wallace 
said. "'Track and field Is an indMdual 
sport but If eveiy indMdual performs 
well, that will be an advantage for our 
team." 
Others heading to Drake will be the 
members of the sprint relay, 4x100 and 
4x400-meter relay teams. 
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SO FTBALL 
Panthers look for progress 
• Following late-game collapse against SEMO Wednesday, Eastern hopes to improve at home 
By Aaron Seidlitz 
STAFF WRITER 
Eastern's softball team returns to 
action over the weekend in a three-
game series against Austin Peay, which 
starts at noon Saturday at Williams 
Field for a doubleheader. 
Eastern enters the weekend coming 
off another difficult road trip, in which 
the team lost 6-5 to Southeast Missouri 
State in 11 innings. 
Against SEMO, It seemed the 
Panthers had finally put together a 
solid enough effort in all facets of the 
game to come out of Cape Girardeau, 
Mo. with a victory. But because of a 
late-inning collapse the Panthers let the 
game slip away. 
The loss was especially difficult for 
senior pitcher Kristen Becker, who 
pitched into the 11th inning, only to 
earn a loss on a wild pitch. 
However, even though Becker 
pitched so long in Wednesday's game, 
Eastern manager Lloydene Searle 
thinks there will be no change In her 
plans to use Becker over the weekend. 
Game Time 
Eastern vs. 
Austin Peay 
+ Noon 
Saturday (2) at 
Williams Field 
+ 1 p.m. 
Sunday at 
Williams Field 
saJd. "She is so com-
mitted to getting bet-
ter and stronger on 
her off time that she 
has built herself up to 
the point that she 
isn't that affected by 
pitching so much." 
Besides Becker's 
solid outing against 
SEMO, the Panthers 
also think good that 
their offense seems 
to be finally coming 
around. Searle saJd the team would 
finally come out of its slump against 
Southeast Missouri, and she was right. 
After scoring only one run against 
Eastern Kentucky in a three game 
series last weekend, Eastern was final-
ly able to come up with some offense 
against SEMO. But another thing the 
team also learned was to not let up 
offensively. 
the offense may find a tough time 
cracking the Governors' pitching staff. 
While Austin Peay's offense has strug-
gled throughout the season, the pitch-
ing staff has been solid all year. 
The Governors currently have three 
pitchers; Holly Ricketts, Lydia Money 
and Heather Skeels, with an ERA under 
four, and those three pitchers have 
accounted for 16 of the 1 7 victories for 
this year's Austin Peay squad. 
While Austin Peay has struggled this 
season at the plate, only one player has 
a batting average above .300. They have 
had good hitting teams in the past, 
which have worried Searle. 
"Austin Peay has predominately 
always had a good hitting squad. As a 
coach, all I can do is hope that they 
don't get hot agaJnst us," Searle said. 
"As a team, we hope to limit the big hit. 
That is what plagued us agaJnst SEMO." 
In this case, Searle was referring to 
the seventh inning agaJnst SEMO in 
which the Otahkians scored three runs 
to tie the game. 
11A 
"After a couple days' rest, I'm sure 
she will be a little sore, but she is so 
strong that I don't expect any problems 
with pitching her this weekend," Searle 
"I thought we would be good against 
SEMO at the plate, but we needed to 
stay hot and continue to hit well 
throughout the game," Searle saJd. "A 
team should feel that they always need 
to accumulate more hits and runs. " 
However, as Eastern looks ahead to 
its weekend series with Austin Peay, 
Overall, as the Panthers head toward 
the conference tournament, they are 
hoping their struggles are behind them 
and they understand that they are not 
far away from being solid In every 
facet of the game. 
STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR 
Junior utility infielder Bridget Nichols throws the ball 
across the diamond in a game earlier this month. 
May: 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A 
and the mound. 
Freshmen pitchers Mike Budde and 
Kirk Miller each had some quality innings 
against Bradley in their starts. 
"It's midweek and we have to get some 
of those young guns in," Eastern head 
coach Jim Schmitz saJd. "I think it just 
gives our team a better feeling that we 
have a few more arms." 
Junior infielder Nolan Cork is starting 
to provide some extra help with his bat 
after having a slow start to this season. 
"We are really excited on how we have 
been hitting the ball lately," Schmitz said. 
"Now you have (Bret) Pignatiello, (Kirk) 
Walters, (Aaron) Shelbourne and Cork 
right in the middle doing well. " 
The combination ofEastern's rising suc-
cess at the plate and the Colonels' nation-
ally-ranked offense, the series could be a 
slug fest. 
Eastern Kentucky ranks 16th nationally 
In batting average (.327), and ranks first 
In about every offensive category In the 
league. 
Schmitz sees the middle of this confer-
ence run as some of the most important 
weeks of the season. 
"Last weekend at SEMO, Eastern 
Kentucky and next week at Austin Peay 
are all in Important," Schmitz saJd. "These 
are the three weeks we need to have a 
stretch run and play really well." 
• Wednesday's late game 
The Eastern baseball team jumped out 
to an early 9-0 lead on host Bradley in 
game two of a double header, and man-
aged to hang on in the later innings for a 
10-9 victory Wednesday night in Peoria. 
With the win, the Panthers Improved to 
19-19 overall and reached the .500 mark 
for the first time all season. 
Eastern second baseman Chris Uhle led 
off the game with a home run to left field, 
and the Panthers did not let up on Bradley 
starter Brad Garrett. 
Eugene Oliver's first career home run 
in the second inning and run-scoring hits 
by Pignatiello, Walters and Cork helped 
open up a five-run lead chasing Garrett 
from the game. 
Right-hander Brandon Magee entered in 
the third and fared a little better for Bradley. 
The Panthers hit the freshman hard to the 
tune of four more runs. 
ROYAL HEIGHTS APARTMENTS 
1 509 S. 21ild Strieet 
i-------3 Bdrm. Furnished Apts, newly remodele ___ _ 
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NFL DRAFT 
Panther sports calendar 
FRIDAY Blue / White Football Exhibition 4:45 p.m . 
M/W Tennis at OVC Tourney 
M/W Track at Drake Relays 
SATURDAY Baseball vs. Eastern Kentucky 1 p.m.Coaches' Stadium 
Softball vs. Austin Peay noon Williams Field 
Five teams expressed interest in Romo 
By Matthew Stevens 
ASSOCIATE SPO RTS EDITOR 
This weekend Eastern senior Tuny Romo 
will find out his next permanent residence if 
he gets selected for the NFL Draft. 
Romo has stated five teams have shown 
interest in his services. 
Panther fans are well 
aware of the quarter-
back situation with the 
home-state Chicago 
Bears. The Bears' start-
ing quarterback position 
was filled when general 
manager Jerry Angelou 
signed Pittsburgh 
Steelers' Kordell 
was a problem at the signal caller position 
last year when Daunte Culpepper went 
down to injury late in the season. Obviously, 
Culpepper will be the starter but Romo 
could battle in camp with Gus Frerotte, 
Kevin Thompson and Shaun Hill for the last 
two spots on the depth chart 
Before the combine, the Chicago Bears 
and Green Bay Packers have shown interest 
in the 2003 Walter Payton Award winner. 
However, since his impressive workout at 
the scouting combine in Indianapolls, three 
more teams have expressed curiosity about 
this I-AA phenomenon. Romo has also 
received calls from the Pittsburgh Steelers, 
Minnesota Vikings and Dallas Cowboys. 
Stewart to a two-year Tony Romo 
contract March 13. Also, 
would be two and a half hours away from his 
hometown of Burllngton, Wis. However, the 
Packers have a future Hall of Fame player 
in Brett Favre as its starter and a veteran in 
Doug Pederson as a backup. Romo would be 
in a closely contested third-string battle 
with Craig Nall, former Northwestern sig-
nal caller Zac Kustok and former Heisman 
Trophy winner Erle Crouch when Green 
Bay recently claimed off the waiver wire. 
The Pittsburgh Steelers are putting all 
their eggs in one basket with the XFL Most 
Valuable Player Tommy Maddox and for-
mer Detroit Lions starter Charlle Batch as 
his backup. However, the only other quar-
terback on the Steelers' roster Is Tim Levctk 
from Robert Morris College. Romo might 
get a chance in the steel city because 
besides Maddox, the only other current 
Steeler to throw a pass in 2002 was Antwaan 
Randle El. 
The Dallas Cowboys might be the best 
and worst situation for Romo at the same 
time. Dallas Isn't totally set in its ways at the 
quarterback position, but the team does 
have three players returning from last 
year's roster who all took snaps in 2002. The 
most interesting aspect might be his posi-
tion coach, Eastern record holder Sean 
Payton. Why? Romo will have to apologize 
for breaking Payton's records. 
Chris Chandler will be back into the fold 
next season. If Romo gets selected to play 
at the newly renovated Soldier Field, It 
looks that he would battling with Henry 
Burris for the third position on the depth 
chart. Romo has said repeatedly that 
Chicago might be the best fit for him. 
"Before I would've said that it was 
between two or three teams but now lots of 
teams have shown interest," Romo said. 
"There's no clear cut way to find out any-
thing involving this stuff." 
A scenario may arise that allows Romo to 
go back home and play for his favorite team. 
If the Green Bay Packers select him, Romo The Minnesota Vikings showed that depth 
Payton left the New York Giants to 
become asslstnat head coach and quarter-
backs coach at Dallas. Romo may have the 
frtendllest atmosphere in Texas, but it could 
be the toughest to succeed. 
BASEBALL 
May makes 
conference 
games more 
important 
• Time running out to move up in ave 
By Matt Williams and Michael Gilbert 
STAFF WRITERS 
As the month of May looms closer, conference 
weekends become much more important. 
Both Eastern and Eastern 
Kentucky sit in the middle of a Game Time 
tight Ohio Valley Conference 
standings race, making their week-
end series at Coaches' Stadium 
critical for both teams. 
The series starts with a double-
header starting at 1 p.m. Saturday 
and a third game will begin at the 
same time Sunday. 
The Panthers (19-19, 4-5) should 
have some confidence and momen-
tum heading into the series as they 
won two close games Wednesday at 
Eastern vs. 
E. Kentucky 
+ 1 p.m. 
Saturday (2) at 
Coaches' 
Stadium 
+ 1 p.m. 
Sunday at 
Coaches' 
Stadium 
Bradley, moving them to .500 on the season. 
STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITO R 
Junior infielder Nolan Cork swings at a pitch in a game last month against Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne. Cork has a .258 batting 
average this season in 24 games. 
Eastern coach Jim Schmitz said he Is happy to see 
his team is starting to provide help from both the plate 
SEE MAY • Page 11A 
SO THERE! 
A no-punches-pulled look at Eastern and national sports 
Don't listen to the national 'experts' about Eastem's draft hopefuls 
Too bad hype doesn't deter-
mine who gets drafted where. 
If hype ruled supreme, why 
bother with the draft? Simply 
let the experts at ESPN and 
Sports Illustrated tell us who 
teams should draft. The pundits 
at these places know much 
about what they think teams 
need and little about what they 
would seek. 
If the national media outlets 
chose the NFL and NBA drafts, 
Detroit Lions starting quarter-
back Sean Harrington would 
play in NFL Europe somewhere 
and Chicago Bulls upstart 
Trenton Hassel would man a 
drive-thru near you. 
If ESPN had Its way, Eastern 
quarterback Tuny Romo won't 
go until the second day of this 
weekend's draft. 
His arm strength Is too big of 
a concern, the network's Web 
site said. 
I I 
Nate Bloomquist 
SENIOR WRITER 
National outlets say Panther 
NBA Draft hopeful Henry 
Domercant doesn't create 
enough of his own shots to be a 
first round pick. 
What do they know? 
Jesse Mackinson isn't an 
expert on the draft, but he's an 
expert on all things Domercant. 
"What (national media mem-
bers) don't see is what Henry's 
work ethic is like," Mackinson 
said. "He takes 500 shots in the 
morning, another 500 in prac-
tice and then 500 more after. 
He's a gym rat." 
Spoiled usually precedes the 
word rat when referring to 
most of the NBA. They have as much 
knowledge of Romo as 
he has arm strength, 
but maybe that's a sore 
spot. 
The Ohio Valley 
Conference, the eighth 
oldest in the nation, 
ranks close to the 
eighth weakest, or 
worst in terms of quali-
ty competition. 
Therefore, Eastern's 
stars slip under the 
NBA radar screen. 
Romo faces the same 
challenge as a I-AA 
quarterback. The NFL 
Henry Domercant 
"He doesn't 
create enough of 
his own smts" 
"He's done well at the 
NFL Combine," said 
Wide receivers coach 
Brian Flinn. "There's a 
Jot of things that aren't 
measured. He's a field 
leader. It's exciting for 
us in the program it's a 
testament to what he's 
doesn't ask: "What have you 
done for me lately?" but instead 
wants to know "How big are the 
teams you have beaten lately?" 
Romo's readiness for the NFL 
is on the clock this weekend. 
An article in Thursday's 
Chicago Irtbune said the 
Chicago Bears consider him a 
seventh round pick. Other 
national outlets say he's a mid-
round pick at best. 
done." 
Flinn's corps literally wound 
up on the receiving end of 
Roma's success. 
"He could make all the 
throws," Flinn said. "He was a 
guy who very rarely put my 
guys in a bad spot. They all 
loved playing for him. " 
No doubt some NFL receivers 
would love to be on the opposite 
end of Romo's passes. He does-
n't have Michael Vick speed or 
a Daunte Culpepper arm, but 
why does that have to be what 
the league needs? 
What happened to the need 
for a smart quarterback with 
the ability to read whole field 's 
defense with ease? Romo can 
do all that and more, but you 
won't hear that on ESPN. 
Network analysts stop at the 
school he went to and the divi-
sion he played in and sell him 
short. 
Domercant rides in the same 
boat as Romo In a Rodney 
Dangerfield sort of way. 
But in the end, even Eastern's 
own experts buy into the pre-
dictions of everyone else. 
"(Domercant can go) mid-sec-
ond round," Mackinson said. 
"There's a Jot of young talent in 
the first round. I could also see 
him going to Europe and then 
coming back." 
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THE FAVORITE FIVE 
Bands you love to hate 
Kelly McCabe 
Associate Verge 
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sophomore 
speech commu-
nication major. 
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IJ9rl8301@yahoo.com 
Ben Erwin 
Editorial Page 
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and English 
major. 
Contact him at bene<-
win@hOOnail.com 
We all have bands that make our skin 
crawl, but it's a hard task to give the reasons 
why. Here, our resident haters give the 
bands they can't stand, and why. 
McCabe's picks: 
5. Avril Lavigne - Little Miss punk-rock 
wannabe ls just that, a wannabe. The only 
thing semi-punk about her ls her wardrobe, 
but it stops there. She heralds herself as the 
anti-Britney, but the only difference I see ls 
that she doesn't dress lilce a street walker. 
She was quoted in Spin magazine saying her 
album was too polished but "that's okay ... 
because it helped me break." 
4. Slipknot - I cannot stand nil-metal as a 
whole, but Slipknot ls by far the worst. Why 
does this band have three drummers? Nine 
members? That doesn't seem completely 
necessary. Seems to me lilce this band ls try-
ing a little too hard to gain attention, topped 
off by all those stupid masks each member 
wears. At least they don't have to worry 
about remembering lyrics; it's just a con-
stant guttural growl. 
3. Dave Matthews Band - What else can I 
say about this band except they have a much 
undeserved cult-lilce following. It's almost 
become expected to hear "Dave Matthews 
Band" when you ask a college student what 
his or her favorite band is. I don't see what 
they find so appealing about this excuse for 
a band. I've been told they're the perfect 
"chill-music" band, but I don't understand 
how people "chill" to the incoherent mum-
blings of Matthews. 
2. Good Charlotte - Growing up in a small 
town, I jumped at any chance to hear live 
music. As a result, I had the displeasure of 
seeing Good Charlotte about three years 
ago. Ever since then, I cannot tolerate the 
Disney-punk band. 1\vln No. 1 spent the 
whole night feeding my friend cheesy lines, 
trying to get her back to their hotel room. 
Since then, the band has written about many 
shallow things, mainly its distaste for rich 
people. I find this ironic because the group's 
latest album has been selling well, especial-
ly among 13-year-old girls. They're also 
mainstays on MTV, appearing on TRL and 
even hosting "The Rock Show," which plays 
the same video night after night. Oddly 
enough, their videos always seem to be 
number one. Coincidence? I think not. 
1. Limp Bizklt - In the world of rock, it ls 
very important to have a good frontman. 
Unfortunately for Limp Blzklt, they got 
stuck with Fred Durst who, among other 
things, had the nerve to make up his own 
word ("agreeance") at the Grammys. Of 
course it's not all his fault, as the band ls sim-
ply talentless. After releasing terrible sin-
gles lilce "Nookle" and "Break Stuff," Limp 
Blzklt has become the favorite band of 
angry 14-year-old boys across the world. 
Rumor has it Durst hit a creative streak and 
decided to reinvent the band as "limpblzklt." 
That sure ls a drastic change. In the pleading 
words of Beastle Boy Ad-Rock, "goatee-
metal-rap, please say good night." 
Erwin's picks: 
5. Radiohead-There's nothing lilce self-
indulgent, Wispy English rockers with enor-
mous egos and the ability to turn any man 
sterile. Radlohead exude these blissful qual-
ities all under the auspices of "meaningful 
music." With Thom Yorke's whisper/moan 
delivery and garbled attempts at singing 
gliding atop a sea of white noise guitar, 
Radiohead are a prime example why many 
English men should never be allowed to 
breed. Add to this a fanbase of equally emo-
tionally retarded youths obsessed with find-
ing the meaning behind what Yorke admit-
tedly wrote in a drunken state. Radlohead 
only go to prove that a mere two good things 
have ever come out of England: America 
and Black Sabbath. 
4. Elvis - Let's get one thing straight, Elvis 
was a no-talent hack who never wrote a sin-
gle word of his songs, copped blues licks 
from black musicians who he wasn't fit to 
lick the boots of and turned himself into a 
walking joke in Las Vegas. I wish someone 
had blown Elvis' brains out in the late '60s so 
the world could collectively forget the 
image of a fat man dead on a toilet. Add to 
this Elvis' vile progeny and his atrocious 
musical career and the man has committed 
some unforgivable sins. 
3. The Strokes - When The Strokes hit the 
scene a few years ago, they were proclaimed 
as the second musical coming of Christ. 
Sadly, the band ls little more than obnoxious 
little boys with bad haircuts and no musical 
ability to speak of. With an "I'm too drunk to 
play anything other than an open A chord in 
414 time at 120 beats per minute" style, The 
Strokes opened the door for the second com-
ing of garage rock and I simply can't forgive 
them for making an inability to play guitar a 
virtue. 
2. U2 - Recycling the same bass lines for 
20 years and the same lyrics for the past 
decade, U2 ls everything that ls wrong with 
whining, crusading, obnoxious artists who 
take up trendy causes and force moronic 
politics on fans who could literally care less. 
It was all downhill after "The Joshua 'free," 
as Bono's massive ego took control of the 
band and ensured commercial viability and 
atrocious songwriting ever since. Bono 
could stand as the most annoying frontman 
since Mark Hoppus and his band ls highly 
reliant on recycled material with the undy-
ing knowledge that their fans will blissfully 
buy any tripe the band bothers to cough up. 
I. Dave Matthews Band - Although the 
group has become ubiquitous across college 
campuses everywhere, popularity doesn't 
equate to respectability. While I commend 
the group on duping millions of automaton 
morons into paying hundreds of dollars to 
see them live and buy their merchandise, 
the group ls little more than a bad bar band 
who unfortunately made it big. Far worse 
than the band, however, are its annoying 
fans. Obsessed with the musing of their 
beloved Dave, the average DMB fan can be 
spotted sporting backwards white baseball 
caps and a beer, waxing poetic on the 
majesty of Matthews' latest opus. Sadly, 
however, take away his Jove of vodka and a 
healthy dependence on vlkoden and 
Matthews ls little more a mumbling 
mysoginist who chirps gibberish to packs of 
Pavlovian dogs. 
More favorite fives: 
Ben Turner, senior writer 
5. Styx 
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2. BonJovl 
1. REO Speedwagon 
Colin McAuliffe, photo editor 
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3. Creed 
2. Good Charlotte 
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Next week's topic: Guilty pleasure songs -
tunes you like but you can't tell your friends 
you do. 
E-mail your favorite five to The Verge at 
eluverge@hotmall.com or drop off your picks 
at the newsroom, 1811 Buzzard Hall, by 
Wednesday. 
The Verge ls always on the lookout for 
more staff writers. Will you be a student next 
year? Do you want to voice your opinions and 
help students find out about what's going on 
every weekend? 
As a writer for The Verge not only do you 
get to voice your opinion but you get a chance 
to interview members of bands who will be 
playing in town and broaden your musical 
horizons. If you're into movies, music or opin-
ions we'll find something for you to do. 
New music on WEIU FM 88.9 
Rock (5-9 p.m. daily) 
+ Blueline Medlc-Tuxt_Bomb 
+Tomahawk - Mit Gas 
Top albums in sales at Positively Fourth Street 
Records for the week of April 15 - April 21 
+Fall Out Boy-The This to Your Grave 
+ Urbs in Horto-A Chicago Indlepop Compilation 
Jazz (afternoons until 5 p.m.) 
+ Fortune, Harper, Cowell, Workman and Hart -
Great Friends 
Panther Athletics are on WEIU FM 
+ Panther softball vs. The Austin Peay Governors 
on the air Saturday at noon 
+ Panther baseball vs. The Eastern Kentucky 
Colonels on the air Sunday at 1 p.m. 
1. Llnkln Park - Meteora 
2. 50 Cent - Get Rich or Die Tryin' 
3. R. Kelly - Chocolate Factory 
4. Ben Harper - Diamonds on the Inside 
5. White Stripes - Elephant 
6. Audloslave - SIT 
7. Sean Paul-Dutty Rock 
8. Godsmack-Faceless 
9. Live from Bonnaroo Volume 2 
10. 50 Cent-The New Breed 
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First Christian Church 
Sunday Services 
9:00 AM 
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4 I Jackson Ave. • 345-2823 
Sou-Ch Side Cafe 
Start the day off right 
• Daily spec ia ls 
• Breakfast served a ll day 
M-F 5 am - 2 pm 
Sat. 5 am - 1 pm 
614 Jackson Ave_ 
South Side of the Square 
345-5089 
Myerscough U-Store-lt 
• Fe nced & Lig hted 
• You Carry The Key 
• 8'x1 O' & 1 O'x21 ' Units 
• Furniture 
• Invento ry 
• Easy Access 
• Rent By Month Or Year 
• Tra ilers 
• & More 
• Insurance Availa ble 
/ 348-8588 
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Hit Gone Bad plays final Charleston performance before hiatus 
By Kelly McCabe 
ASSOCIATE VERGE £01TOR 
Local surf-rock trio Hit Gone 
Bad will play Friends & Co. 
Friday night before taking a hia-
tus. 
The hiatus ls due to guitarist 
Phil Manning's relocation to 
Colorado. He will be working as a 
botanist with the U.S. Forest 
Preserve until December, thus 
putting the band on the backburn-
er until his return. 
His presence will be missed. "I 
foresee lots of nights of drinking 
myself to sleep," Eastern student 
and Hit Gone Bad drummer Scott 
Ducarsaid. 
Since Manning graduated last 
semester and bassist Dave 
Gierhahn earned his Master's 
degree two years ago, practices 
have been few and far between, 
Ducar said. Manning's move will 
hault Hit Gone Bad's activity over 
the next months as he trades his 
Fender for flowers. 
"That's what, another eight 
months, unless we play a show in 
Colorado?," Ducar joked. 
The trio formed in 1997 with 
Eastern graduate Dave Johnson 
serving as the band's original 
drummer. Johnson might make a 
cameo at Friday's show to per-
form the vocals for "Surfin' 
Bird," which Hit Gone Bad typi-
cally performs in Ramones like 
fashion. 
Ducar entered the picture in 
the Spring of 2000, when he filled 
in for Gierhahn on bass during a 
show at Top of the Roe. 
The following Fall, Johnson had 
graduated and moved back to 
Chicago and Ducar stepped In 
behind the kit. Although there 
were certain elements of 
Johnson's style that Ducar could-
n't duplicate his South Side roots 
and sheer power he channeled 
into his kit took the band to anoth-
er level. 
Although Hit Gone Bad has 
always drawn heavily on surf 
influences like Man or Astro-
man? and The Ventures, the three 
members themselves have much 
broader musical tastes. 
In the last year the band has 
been able to craft a handful of 
originals despite the trio being 
apart more often than together. 
"Chicken Head" ls one of the 
few Hit Gone Bad numbers to fea-
ture vocals, which include the 
simple chorus of the song's title 
and a bunch of chicken noises. 
Women who the band has known 
who just weren't qutte right were 
the inspiration for the song, 
which has quickly become a 
crowd favorite. 
Shortly after Hit Gone Bad 
penned their song "Password 
Swordfish," a trailer began to 
appear on television about the 
next John Travolta movie. 
Although it was an amazing coin-
cidence, the band believed 
Travolta himself was to blame 
and chose to call their new num-
ber, "I Hate John Travolta, et al." 
Their newest song was origi-
nally created by Manning and 
Ducar during the Winter of 2001 
but fell by the wayside. Ducar 
said he luckily had recorded the 
riff and stumbled upon It earlier 
this year. Ducar suggested to 
Manning the band try and rein-
vent the sound, Gterhahn later 
agreed and the trio had yet anoth-
er new number. Although it ls 
currently nameless, Ducar said 
he was considering calling the 
song "Dank." 
When asked about songwriting, 
Ducar said that writing for an 
instrumental band ts a bit easier 
because, "we don't have to worry 
about things not fitting. " 
However, he also pointed out that 
songwriting ls never easy. 
Although Glerhahn served as 
engineer and producer on the 
band's previous self-released 
efforts, Hit Gone Bad chose to go 
pro for their "five and one-
fourth" song EP "High Speed 
Chaser." It was recorded In one 
day in December at Matt 
Talbott's Great Western 
Recording studio in Tolono. 
The EP's title cut was sent to 
former Naked Raygun and cur-
rent Bomb frontman Jeff 
Pezzati's Jettison Music, where It 
ls set to appear on a Jettison com-
pilation which will reportedly 
also feature other Chicago-based 
acts like The Mattes, The 
Arrivals, Mexican Cheerleader 
and Muchacha. 
Although Hit Gone Bad contln-
BEN TURNER/SENIOR WRITER 
Scott Ducar and Dave Gierhahn of Hit Gone Bad at their September 2002 
performance at Friends. 
ues to draw well In Charleston show for some time as Manning's 
and enjoys playing local venues departure for Colorado will fol-
and house parties, they have low only a few days after. 
made a strong effort to play Ducar said that when Manning 
shows In Champaign and returns, Hit Gone Bad will just 
Chicago. keep rehearsing, playing shows, 
Champaign has especially and working on some new materl-
treated the band well as The al. As for distant future plans, 
Hlghdlve has called on Hit Gone Ducar said that they've outlasted 
Bad to open for the likes of The many Charleston bands, and 
Blackouts, Captured! By Robots they're "in it for the long haul." 
and Ghoul Town. "Surf-rock will never die - at 
Recently The Blackouts least In the hearts of the mem-
approached Hit Gone Bad about bers of Hit Gone Bad," Ducar 
playing on a bill with them at said. 
Mike & Molly's In early May. The Doors at 10 p.m. with a $2 
show will be Hit Gone Bad's final cover. 
Jon Stewart to stay as host of 'The Daily Show' through next presidential election 
NEW YORK (AP) - Comedy 
Central has locked up its biggest 
star, Jon Stewart, to continue as 
host of the comic newscast "The 
Daily Show" through next year's 
presidential election. 
Stewart and Comedy Central 
have extended a contract that 
was to expire this year, said Bill 
Hilary, the network's general 
manager. Terms were not dis-
closed. 
"He's very important to us, and 
it's a flagship show," Hilary said 
Thursday. "We're really pleased 
that we were able to do this." 
Hilary said the deal was actual-
ly reached last fall, but news only 
slipped out this week In connec-
tion with AOL Time Warner's sale 
of Its stake in the cable network 
to Viacom. The two media giants 
had shared ownership of Comedy 
Central. 
"The Daily Show" has 
increased its audience by 10 per-
cent over the past year, mostly 
among viewers aged 18 to 34, who 
hadn't shown much interest in 
topical humor before, Hilary 
said. 
"It's a unique show that has 
brought something different to 
comedy and news coverage, " 
Hilary said. 
Stewart's name ls usually the 
first mentioned whenever there's 
talk of a late-night vacancy at one 
of the broadcast networks. 
But Hilary, who said he'd 
reopen talks this fall on extend-
ing the contract further, said he 
believed Stewart, 40, has more 
freedom at Comedy Central than 
he'd be able to get elsewhere. 
FltlALS EDI IOtl 
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LAST PAPER OF THE SEMESTER 
Looking to sell some of 
your undesirables? 
Place a classified or 
display ad in The Daily 
Eastern News. 
Call 581·2816 
for details 
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T h e  b e s t  o f
We asked Eastern students, staff and faculty and Coles County residents for their opinion
on the best Coles County has to offer in food, drink, entertainment and people. For those of
you who either didn’t take the time to vote or thought your vote wouldn’t make the a differ-
ence, know this – multiple categories came down to less than five votes between the winner
and the runner up. The goal of this experiment was to gage consumers thoughts about busi-
nesses that are both independently owned and operated and those which are part of larger
chains. While winners would have been accepted from anywhere in Coles County, including
Mattoon, Ashmore, Humboldt, Oakland, Lerna or anywhere else in between; as expected the
winners came from Charleston. Perhaps a few categories needed clarification because peo-
ple or things that don’t call Coles County home were not eligible. Thus, votes for 311 for best
band or Angelina Jolie for best actor/actress were disregarded. Other categories that were
misunderstood included beer selection, which was intended to identify the bar that not only
offered the largest selection but the widest variety, not what specific beer you choose.
Thanks to everyone who voted, your feedback was greatly appreciated. 
Food
Restaurant: El Rancherito
El Rancherito is perfect for a Saturday or Sunday
afternoon. Wake up around noon, watch television for
an hour and wait for your roommates to rise. Head over
to El Ranch, fill yourself up on complimentary chips
and salsa and then stuff yourself with an entreé.
Burritos, fajitas, taco salad, enchiladas and every other
Mexican dish you can imagine. It has a friendly wait
staff plus that guy that can carry a half-dozen hot plates
to your table with one arm. For those of you who are of
legal drinking age, their pitchers of margaritas or
daiquiris are among the best in town.
Honor Mention: Alamo Steak House, What’s Cookin’ 
Chinese Restaurant: QQ Buffet
QQ Buffet is relatively new to the Coles County area
but has quickly become a favorite of students and locals.
An enormous Buffet is available all day, plus friendly
and personable service have elevated QQ over its com-
petition. QQ has also made a point to make students feel
welcome with discounts available for those who carry
their Panther Card. Take out and dine in are available.
Honorable Mention: China 88, Magic Wok
Dining Hall: Stevenson
Stevenson Hall is a cut above the rest of it’s dining
hall brethren because of the variety it offers. Made-to-
order omelets and DIY waffles highlight the west line
during breakfast and lunch and various made-to-order
sandwiches are available all afternoon on the east line.
Although Stevenson may not have as much seating
available as Taylor or Carman, between their two lines
Stevenson offers food at more times during the average
weekday than any other dining hall.
Honorable Mention: Taylor, Thomas
Sub Sandwiches: Jimmy John’s
Jimmy John’s was spawned in Charleston. The sand-
wich shop has continued to be popular among locals and
students since its inception and gives Charleston anoth-
er reason to be mentioned throughout the state besides
Eastern. Even with corporate giant Subway moving in to
the Union, Jimmy John’s defeated Subway with ease.
Offering twenty plus made-to-order sandwiches and
two different kinds of bread, Jimmy John’s continues to
set the standard for cold subs in Coles County.
Honorable Mention: Blimpies, Boxa
Pizza: Pagliai’s
Locally owned and operated Pagliai’s is a refreshing
change of pace from the pizza chains that otherwise
dominate Lincoln Avenue. Offering numerous styles of
pizza from a thin crust that oozes cheese to a deep dish
that many Chicago-based pizza makers would be jealous
of, Pagliai's pizza is available for dine in, take out or
delivery. Toppings galore plus you can even watch your
pizza be prepared if you so choose.
Honorable Mention: Monical’s, Jerry’s
Food Special: pepperoni pizza @ Little Caesars
Little Caesars offers a daily five dollar special and a lunch
special, but none is more popular than their $3.33 medium pep-
peroni on Wednesday. Although it is only available via pick-up,
every Wednesday Little Caesars enjoys a rash of customers
looking to get their pizza fix for the week. Pizza and college
students will forever be a life-long love affair and Little
Caesars does little to change this fact.
Honorable Mention: Spaghetti Wednesdays at Pagliai’s,
Chicken Tuesday at Russ & Lynda’s
Fastest Delivery
Pizza: Dominoes
Sandwiches: Jimmy John’s
Honorable mention: Chubby’s (pizza), Joey’s (sandwiches)
Bar: Friends & Co.
In terms of offering the most variety of drink and entertainment,
Friends rises to the top amongst Coles County bars. Besides being
the premier music venue and hosting the only weekly open mich
night, Friends offers numerous different beers both on tap and in
bottles plus everyday and daily specials. Throw in a back room full
of the bar room olympics and the most diverse and complete juke-
box in Coles County and you have the best overall bar. 
Honorable Mention: Stix, Marty's
Drink
Beer Selection: The Mad Hatter’s Tea
Although many bars offer large beer selections, the staff at The
Hatter is what sets their selection above the rest. Todd and Jedd
Edgar can give you the background and flavor about every beer
they offer. Whether it's a pale ale from India or a domestic from a
small brewery in Wisconsin, just as The Hatter itself offers an alter-
native bar atmosphere, their selection features many alternative
choice to coincide with the more traditional domestics and imports. 
Honorable Mention: Rocs, The Uptowner
Drink special: $1.50 Pabst Blue Ribbon everyday @
Friends
Honorable Mention: $3.00 Keystone pitchers @ Ike’s, $.50
amaretto stone sours @ The Uptowner
Mixed drink: Baltimore Zoo @ Stix
What actually qualifies as a mixed drink can typically be a subject
of debate. Do two different liquids mixed together qualify (ie cran-
berry and vodka) or does it require a bartender to combine multiple
kinds of liquors and juices into one drink that actually tastes good?
Regardless, Stix's Baltimore Zoo is a potent combination of four dif-
ferent shots, a splash of light beer, sweet and sour mix and grena-
dine. The result is a tasty, fruit punch-esqe concoction, which is
served in pints. Stressing again: potent. 
Honorable Mention: Long Island Ice Tea @ Friends, Pink
Flamingo @ Stus
Coffee House: Jackson Avenue Coffee
Honorable Mention: Jitter’s & Bliss, Common Grounds
Entertainment
Band: Green Jenkins
Green Jenkins have only been together since the fall, playing their
first show at Friends as part of the Second Annual Sue Pope Breast
Cancer Fundraiser and Awareness Benefit, but they have quickly
become one of the best local bands. Led by guitarist Ryan Groff,
Green Jenkins blend harmonies with instrument experimentation via
the work of bassist Dave Christensen (harmonica) and guitarist
Waylon Schroeder (saxophone). Throw in the experience of drummer
Jim Standerfer and you have yourself a Charleston quartet who
makes new fans every show they play.
Honorable Mention: Tummler, Fad Proof
Music Venue: Friends & Co.
In one of the most lopsided victories, Friends & Co. ran away with
Coles County’s finest music venue. The acts speak for themselves.
Both national touring acts and Chicago and St. Louis-based projects
have played Friends this year. Friends has continued to stress musi-
cal variety and originality and thus no band that strictly plays covers
has taken the stage this year. Although many would argue shows
would be better in The Dungeon, Friends brings the bands to town
who have released albums on labels and gives us at The Verge some-
thing to write about.
Honorable Mention: The Uptowner, 7th Street Underground 
Pawn Shop: (tie) Coles County Pawn, J & P Pawn
In our only tie of the balloting, both pawn shops on the north side of
Charleston garnered equal support. While Coles County Pawn at
Fourth and Madison features an adult room and smoking accessories
that J & P Pawn on the Square don’t offer, J & P has a better selection
of recorded music, video games and other random knickknacks.
Honorable Mention: Supreme Pawn Shop, Just Spence’s
Place to Dance: Stu’s
Narrowly defeating its Fourth Street brethren, Stix, Stu’s has always
been a popular place to shake it thanks to their enormous multi-level
dance floor. Throw in a prime location, DJs spinning top-40 dance and
techno tracks plus cheap drinks during the week and Stu’s is the place
where flesh rules and the finest dancers at Eastern go to showcase
their skills. Whether you go to get on the floor or check out the scenery,
it’s sometimes referred to as Stu-Stu-Stus for a reason.
Honorable Mention: Stix, Mom’s
Place to Tan: Outside
While the debate will rage on about whether it’s better to darken
the skin under the sun or in a tanning bed, the real deal has been and
always will be free. Tanning parlors have the advantage of being
open year round and tanning in the buff if you so choose. But you can
put your money on the fact that the first time the temperature hits 75,
both quads and numerous other areas on campus will be filled with
the welcome sites of college students in as little clothing as possible.
Honorable Mention: Body Shop, Tan Express
Place to Play Foosball: The Uptowner
Darts and Pool: Friends & Co.
While there are many great places to play foosball, pool and darts in
this county, the place with the most votes won. The Uptowner has three
functioning foosball tables and arguably the best competition plus a
Thursday night tournament. You better bring your A game to the tour-
ney, though, as the best of the best can and will expose you as an ama-
teur.  The Uptowner is the spot for the bar room olympics, offering
weekly tournaments for pool, darts and euchre.
Honorable mention: The Mad Hatter’s Tea (foosball), Ike’s (darts),
The Lighthouse (pool)
Radio station: WEIU FM 88.9
While WEIU FM 88.9 probably isn’t the most popular station among
on-campus students, after the votes were tallied Eastern’s station stood
victorious. One of WEIU FM’s goals has always been to broaden stu-
dents musical horizons while not falling victim to many of corporate
radio’s pitfalls. Thus, unless it’s by request you’ll  never hear the same
artist twice in one day and the same song twice in one week. WEIU FM
also features an open request (581-6116), which will connect you to DJs
who love requests. Jazz, rock, blues, alt-country, hip-hop and Eastern
sports prove that college radio is alive and well in East-Central Illinois.
Honorable Mention: WWGO 92.1 (The Buzz), WCBH 104.3 (The
Party)
On-campus event: Celebration
For more about Celebration and this year’s lineup check out next
week’s edition of The Verge.
Intramural sport: Softball
Honorable Mention: volleyball, basketball
WEIU FM rock DJ Kelly Kolovitz
Christensen and Standerfer of Green Jenkins.
Bar Alternative: Jackson Avenue Coffee
Jackson Avenue Coffee will celebrate its one-
year anniversary on Saturday. In its first year
Ryan and Dulcey Dawson have not only provid-
ed The Square with a quality coffee shop that
offers numerous different kinds of snacks,
light-eats and a warm environment but with an
alternative to the numerous bars that dominate
The Square. Consistently providing an enter-
tainment to broaden students cultural horizons
from art shows to live music, Jackson Avenue
Coffee more than just a caffeine boast.
Honorable Mention: Going to the movies, 7th
Street Underground
Bowling Alley: Charleston Lanes
Although it was closed for more than a year,
Charleston Lanes came back with a vengeance
this fall. The Union Lanes has location in its cor-
ner as far as students are concerned but
because alcohol can’t be served some would
argue it’s not a real bowling alley. The fact that
you can drink while you go for a turkey isn’t the
only reason Charleston Lanes narrowly defeat-
ed The Union Lanes. Cosmic Bowling on the
weekends and a quite a few more lanes proba-
bly also played a factor.
Honorable Mention: The Union Lanes, Lake
Land Lanes
Open Mic Night: Friends & Co.
Honorable Mention: 7th Street Underground, Campus Perk
People
Athlete: Henry Domercant
Domercant enjoyed a brilliant career on the basketball court for
Eastern. Not only did he help lead the Panthers to NCAA tournament
in 2001 but he became one of only a few select players to finish in the
top five in scoring in the nation three consecutive seasons. This sea-
son he became Eastern's all-time leading scorer despite facing
numerous box-and-ones and other defenses designed specifically to
stop him. Throughout his career the only place you saw Domercant's
name in the paper was in the sports section, proving he was not only
a great player but a stand up guy and role model. 
Honorable Mention: Tony Romo, J.R. Taylor
Musician: Ryan Groff
Honorable Mention: Joshua Alford, Jason Kottwitz
Writer: John Chambers
Chambers has proved himself a quality and hard-working reporter
in covering one of the toughest areas this school year, Eastern gov-
ernment. He successfully covered weekly meetings and weeded
through the nonessential details giving readers the facts about the
decisions the boards that allow this school were making. Chambers
will be editor in chief in the Spring of 2004.
Honorable Mention: Graham Lewis, Michelle Jones
Landlord: PP & W Properties
Honorable Mention: Sharon Turner, Roberta @ Lincolnshire
DJ: Lee Michaels @ Stu’s
Michaels blends recorded music from CDs and vinyls into a mix
that gets the crowds at Stu's groovin'. He has been part of the Stu's
staff since transferring to Eastern three years ago. He has interned
at B96 in Chicago and has said he plans to pursue a career at a Top
40 station or as a club DJ with ideal situation giving him a chance to
do both. 
Honorable Mention: Eric Davidson @ the Lighthouse, Todd and
Jedd @ The Mad Hatter’s Tea
Former Friends bartender Kim Cook.
Professor: Brian Poulter
This category received the widest vari-
ety of nominees, but in the end journalism
professor Brian Poulter finished with the
most votes. Teaching courses like Online
Journalism, News Photography and
Archival Photo, Poulter has a just-another-
student way about him. Equally skilled in
the art of photography and web design,
Poulter has been on sabbatical this semes-
ter working on an interactive newswriting
teaching program with fellow journalism
professor James Tidwell. They call their
project "Fire Scene" and it has already
received interest from a couple text book
publishers. 
Honorable Mention: Mary Barford,
Peter Andrews, Howard Price, Michael
Kuo, Jack Ashmore, Eric Hake, Mary
Durkin-Wohlrabe, Jay Prefontaine
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  L E E  M I C H A E L S
Lee Michaels spinning at Stu’s.
Actor: Jeremy Roach
Jackson Avenue Coffee just off the square at 8th and JacksonDan Lozano, manager of Pagliai’s, pulls a thin crust
pizza from the oven.
Jedd, Angela and Todd Edgar of The Mad Hatter’s Tea
Bartender: Kim Cook @ Friends
Honorable Mention: Kelly @ Stix, Lindsey @ Ike’s, Jill @ Friends,
Chris @ The Uptowner
Capsules by Ben Turner
P H O T O S  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E  A N D  B E N  T U R N E R
Mike Salem departs on another delivery for Jimmy John's.
El Rancherito ran away with best restaurant category thanks to
its large menu, friendly staff, frozen drinks and of course free
chips and salsa.
C o l e s  C o u n t y
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LIVE MUSIC ROUND-UP 
Former members of Broken Handle for Eitel' s farewell 
By Ben Turner 
SENIOR WRITER 
This week's Acoustic Night at 
The Uptowner will feature the 
final Charleston performance of 
guitarist Chris Eitel. Eltel's for-
mer Broken Handle bandmates, 
guitarist Jeff Aranowski and 
bassist Kevin Farrell, will accom-
pany the departing Eitel, who will 
move to Lombard In May. 
Eitel has been instrumental in 
the Charleston music scene, par-
ticularily around The Square, for 
some time. Eitel said he began 
hosting Friends & Co.'s Open Mic 
Night about three years ago and 
that's where he met Aranowski 
and Farrell, who were former 
members of Baked Alaska. Their 
new project needed a singer. 
Eitel accepted their invitation 
and Broken Handle was born. 
Eitel, a Marshall native, said 
Aranowski, Farrell and himself 
will perform a number of Broken 
Handle originals. New to the 
trio's catalog Is about a dozen 
new songs that will be a mixture 
of covers and originals. 
In November, Eitel took over as 
the primary booking agent at The 
Uptowner. Working with 
Uptowner general manager 
Jimmy Wickiser, Eitel sorted 
through press packets and band 
demos to mold the bar's musical 
ambiance. Eitel said 56 Hope 
Road and Duece were two of the 
bands he booked that he enjoyed 
most. Eitel continued to work as a 
bartender at The Uptowner and 
host Open Mic Night at Friends, 
the latter of which as well as his 
experience In band's helped in 
the booking process. 
"I've been playing In bands for 
10 years, so I know what I want to 
hear and a lot of the time It 
worked well with our audiences," 
Eitel said. "I do have a lot more 
fun playing myself, though. " 
Broken Handle called It qutts 
after their drummer relocated to 
Chicago this past summer. The 
band played their final show at a 
large outdoor party, which was 
held on the outskirts of town. At 
the band's first show though, 
Eitel had a difficult time pin-
pointing its exact time and place. 
Opening for The J. Davis Trio at 
Friends near the end of the '00-
'01 school year was the first show 
he could remember. 
Upon moving to Lombard, Eitel 
said he would enroll in a message 
therapy school and continue to 
search out open mic nights, but Is 
unlikely to join another band. 
Eitel's brother, Zac, will take over 
as Open Mic Night host until June 
and after which he said he 
believed Ryan Groff would take 
over. Wickiser, on the other hand, 
will again book the majority of 
the acts at The Uptowner with 
Eitel assuring that live music will 
continue to be a staple of the 
bar's weekends. 
Doors open at 9 p.m. and 
there's never a cover for 
Acoustic Night. 
+ Sippy and The 
Assassins head/ ine 
Local qutntet qutntet Sippy and 
The Assassins will provide The 
Uptowner's Friday night crowd 
with a taste of their blue-rock 
sound. 
Drummer Ryan 'fyler said the 
band has been at It for a while 
although he has only been a mem-
ber for about a year. 'fyler isn't 
the only new member, though, as 
former Baked Alaska and Broken 
Handle guitarist, Jeff Aranowski 
has recently added his services. 
Aranowski has allowed the band 
to expand its sound because as 
'fyler put It, "he can really shred 
*RUN, WALK, & ROLL * 
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Saturday, April 26, Sister City Park in Charleston, 9:qo AM 
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(Registration discount before April 7) 
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It." 
'fyler said the band plays a 
number of originals as well as 
featuring covers by the likes of 
John Lee Hooker, The Allman 
Brothers and lesser-known Blues 
Brothers tunes from their 
"Briefcase Full of Blues" collec-
tion. 
Because much of the band felt 
a straight blues set can be too 
low-key, Sippy and The Assassins 
have recently added a handful of 
funk-rock originals to their cata-
log to off-set the blues and keep It 
spicy. 
Doors open at 10 p.m. with a $2 
cover. 
+ Classical music to be 
performed in McAffee 
Colin McAuliffe 
STAFF WRITER 
Music lovers beware! This 
weekend Eastem's campus will 
be filled with sounds of 
Beethoven. 
The Eastern Symphony 
Orchestra, with the addition of 
the University Mixed Chorus will 
perform Ludwig van Beethoven's 
"Mass in C Major, Opus 86. • 
The Spring Concert includes 
performances 7:30 p.m. Friday 
and 3 p.m. Sunday at Both con-
certs will be held in McAfee 
South Auditorium. 
One-hundred and twenty musi-
cians, both singers and instru-
mentalists, will be led by Eastern 
professor Richard Robert Rossi, 
who decided on the piece himself. 
The groups have been practicing 
all semester for the complicated 
piece. 
"Rehearsal started back in 
January, once we all got back 
from Winter Break," said Ryan 
Bringing Down the House (PG-13) 
7:15, 9:40 Sat/Sun 2:00 
Head of State (PG-13) 
7:00 9:15 Sat/Sun 2:15 
lllJll!ll!lll!llll 
A Man Apart (R) 
5:00, 7:30, 9:50 
Bulletproof Monk (PG-13) 
4:30, 7;15, 9:40 
Confidence (R) 
5:00, 7:30, 9:40 
Holes (PG) 
4:00, 6:45, 9:20 
Identity (R) 
4:15, 7:00, 9:30 
Malibu's Most Wanted (PG-13) 
5:45, 8:15, 10:15 
Real Cancun (R) 
5:30, 7:50, 10:00 
What A Girl Wants (PG) 
4:45, 7:40, 10:10 
PHOTO COURTESY OF HFF ARANOWSKI 
Sippy and The Assassins will be at The Uptowner Friday night. 
Groff, a senior music composi-
tion major and tenor singer in the 
mixed chorus. 
The concert will include guest 
vocalists Dione Parker Bennett, 
Stephanie Chigas, Mark Gary, 
and Richard Todd Payne. All 
guest vocalists are alumni of the 
University of Illinois. 
Dan Crews, promotion special-
ist for the College of Arts and 
Humanities, said that Eastern 
had contacted the special guests. 
He added that they have all 
worked with students here 
before. 
"Mass in C" was composed by 
Beethoven in 1807 at the request 
of Prince Nikolaus Esterhazy. 
Tickets for the Spring Concert 
are $7 for general admission and 
$5 for students. Tickets can be 
purchased in advance or at the 
door depending on availability. 
The price of tickets is used to pay 
for the rights to play the piece in 
public, Crews said. 
Ticket information can be 
found by calling the music office 
at 581-3010. The Spring Concert 
is sponsored In part by the 
Charleston Area Charitable 
Foundation. 
Little Johnny, age 7, after making 
$50.00 off his lemonade stand. 
He still has more money than 
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Dave Chappelle, one of America's hottest comedians, 
brings his humorous social commentary to Lantz Arena 
By Ben Erwin 
EOITORIAL PAGE EOITOR 
After slogging it out In support-
ing roles in films like "Blue 
Streak," "Con Air" "Robin Hood: 
Men In Tights," comedian Dave 
Chappelle made a name for him-
self courtesy of his uproarious 
standup comedy/social commen-
tary and his his Comedy Central 
series "Chappelle's Show." 
Growing up In Washington D.C., 
Chappelle developed his style 
early beginning standup comedy 
at the tender age of fourteen. 
Although his mother may have 
had to accompany him to those 
early shows, Chappelle began 
building his act telling jokes 
about daily life and keeplngjokes 
garnering the biggest laughs. 
Building on his days In D.C., 
Chappelle moved to New York 
where his act, and his promi-
nence, began to grow. Chappelle 
built an act of wry social com-
mentary and gut-busting observa-
tions and has toured steadily 
while also making occasional 
appearances In film and televi-
sion. 
Although Chappelle was 
unavailable for comment at press 
time, his promotional work Is pro-
lific, said Dave Stevens of the 
Richard De La Font agency. 
Courtesy of this hard work, 
Chappelle's notoriety has quickly 
grown. With appearances on 
"Late Night with David 
Letterman" and a writing and 
leading man credit on the cult 
classic "Half Baked," Chappelle 
has become a viable star. His 
Comedy Central show has only 
upped the ante as he has been 
given free reign to bring a twlst-
edly hilarious collection of char-
acters to the small screen. 
Foremost among these charac-
ters is 'fyrone, a crack-addicted 
homeless man who cautions 
school children to the dangers of 
drugs, and Clayton Bigsby the 
blind, Black, White supremacist. 
Although the show has caught 
flack from some lndignants sore-
ly lacking a sense of humor, 
Chappelle seems unconcerned 
with the possibility of offending 
those who fail to see the laughable 
side of his comedy. "We are In this 
whole pattern of political correct-
ness right now which Is not going 
to get anything done for any-
body," he said In an Interview 
with Black Entertainment 
Television. "We really can't be 
picking on things like this. There 
are a lot more serious issues 
going on that I think should be on 
the priority list of what people 
need to do, and I don't think my 
show Is high on that list." 
His stock rising courtesy of the 
show's success and the "Blackzilla 
Tour" selling well across the coun-
try, the University Board has high 
hopes for the show. "We were 
given the idea by an agent who told 
us about schools Chappelle had 
played and how well they sold and 
how much students enjoyed it," 
UB Concert coordinator Donna 
Fernandez said. 
Because previous concerts had 
centered around rock music, 
University Board actively sought 
variety In the show and Chappelle 
seemed the perfect flt for the cam-
pus. "UB wanted to attract differ-
ent audiences," Fernandez said. 
"We always said the concert fee 
was for major acts be It music or 
comedians or speakers." 
Chappelle's show taking off the 
way It has seems only a fringe ben-
efit for University Board, who 
were able to catch Chappelle on 
the way up rather than bands 
seemingly In the tail-end of their 
careers. 
"We had hints of the "Chappelle 
Show" and how big of a push 
Comedy Central was going to give 
It and we expected him to be a big 
draw," Fernandez said. 
Tickets continue to sell briskly 
for the event and floor seats sold 
out the day tickets went on sale. 
At press time, almost 3,000 tickets 
had been sold for the show and a 
sell out seems possible, although 
UB said a sell out crowd was not 
necessarily the goal of the show. 
Rather than turning a profit, UB Is 
simply hoping to serve students. 
"We're hoping this allows even 
more people to take advantage of 
the concert fee and It should be a 
great show," Fernandez said. 
The show begins at 8 p.m. 
tonight with doors opening an 
hour earlier. As of Thursday, tick-
ets for Dave Chappelle are sold 
out. 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF OAVECHAPPELLE.COM 
Top: Dave Chappelle from his show on Comedy Central. Bottom: Snoop 
Doggy Dogg, Jim Breuer and Chappelle in 1998's "Half Baked." 
Woman's song for soldier draws nationwide attention and radio airplay 
NEW YORK (AP) - When 
Rachel Loy sat down to write a song 
about her friend serving In Iraq, 
she thought that It could become an 
anthem for people whose loved 
ones were fighting In the war. 
The 20-year-old college student 
quickly jettisoned the idea. 
"I was like, 'No, I can't think 
about that or It's going to be 
cheesy,"' recalled Loy, a junior at 
the Berklee College of Music In 
Boston. "So I just thought about my 
friend and I wrote It for him." 
Her original thought Is proving 
to be prophetic. "The Same Man," a 
moving ballad about Marine 
reservist Matthew Brake, has gar-
nered airplay on radio stations 
nationwide and has attracted the 
attention of the national media. 
"It's very heartfelt, it's very 
real," said Peter Ganbarg, a top 
executive at Epic Records, which Is 
releasing the song. "It's universal ... 
everyone can relate to those 
lyrics." 
In the song, Loy paints a picture 
of a gentle man bravely serving his 
country. At one point, she sings: 
'"Cause the same man who held me 
so close that night Is the same man 
who Is sleeping with his gun, and 
the same man who would never 
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ever start a fight Is the same man 
who would never ever run." 
Loy, who's from Austin, Texas, 
started dating Brake, a 21-year-old 
firefighter also from Austin, last 
year during her spring break. After 
she returned to Boston, the two 
maintained a friendship through 
frequent telephone calls. 
In January, their last phone con-
versation, he told her he was head-
ing to Kuwait in preparation for a 
war In Iraq, where he's now serv-
ing. She asked him If he was 
scared. 
"He was like, 'Honestly, I've 
been ready for this moment for a 
list Bday P! ! ! 
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long time, and this Is what I trained 
for, and I'm ready to go,"' she said. 
"And he was ready to do his duty 
and that's so cool to me, that there 
are people who are just moved and 
called to serve our country like 
that" 
The song, which simply features 
her singing with an acoustic guitar, 
was written after the war started. 
Loy had no plans to release It. 
"I showed It to my sister first," 
Loy said, "And she was like, 
'You've got to get It heard." ' 
So Loy contacted KLBJ, a rock 
station in Austin, where she was 
familiar with disc jockey Dale 
Dudley. The station and Dudley, 
who co-hosts the morning show, 
allowed her to premiere It live. 
"I really wasn't expecting any-
thing but a cute tune,· he said. 
"And when she finished, there was-
n't a dry eye In the house." 
Dudley later put the song up on a 
Web board just for DJs, and soon 
other radio stations started playing 
It. It then caught the attention of 
Epic Records, which was already 
familiar with Loy; her band, Mass 
Ave., an all-female group com-
posed of her Berklee colleagues, 
had played for a group of Its exec-
utives two weeks earlier. 
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ALB UM R EVIE WS 
Barcelona garage rock outfit draws comparisons to The MC5 
By Ben Turner 
SENIOR WR ITER 
Some bands get major hype 
from record labels and MTV. Then 
there ls Barcelona's Tokyo Sex 
Destruction who has been given 
the task of living up to the label of 
"Spain's answer to The MC5." 
The MC5, along with The Velvet 
Underground and The Stooges, are 
typically cited as most responsible 
for laying the ground work for 
what would later become called 
punk rock. Tokyo Sex Destruction, 
on the other hand, ls without a 
doubt another European garage 
rock band. While the garage rock 
sound may be caught in the same 
type of downward spiral that even-
tually doomed grunge, Tokyo Sex 
Destruction's debut album state-
side, "Le Red Soul Communltte," 
works because it blends the heav-
ier garage sound (see: The Hives) 
with The MC5 comparison. 
Each member of the quartet has 
adopted the surname of Sinclair, 
after their manager and founder 
of Spain's White Panther Party. JC 
Sinclair doubles as both an organ-
ist and drummer. In many of the 
tracks on "Le Red Soul," the organ 
plays an important role and gives 
the quartet's sound a little change 
of pace from the guitar-driven 
garage rock sound. Don't worry, 
though, the dual guitars of RJ and 
RR Sinclair are far from support-
ing characters. Despite their 
Spanish background, the lyrics are 
in English. 
And finally, talk about a unique 
name. Let's face it, a number of 
garage rock bands don't have the 
most original names. So, if you're 
presented with a choice of four 
albums to listen to and you're told 
they all sound somewhat similar, 
by let's say, The Hives, Iraka Colt, 
The Datsuns and Tokyo Sex 
Destruction, and you're not famil-
iar with any of the bands prior, 
which are you most likely to pick? 
These guys don't mess around 
with lengthy numbers or spacey 
guitar solos, they are simply 
pedal-to-the-metal rockers, whose 
first eight tracks aren't any longer 
than three minutes. 
"Break-out Town" kicks things 
off with swirling guitars and 
starts-and-stops and even a minl-
drum solo half way through. The 
first track provides a taste of pret-
ty much everything that will fol-
low as the organ also makes an 
appearance in the post-drum solo 
portion of the song. 
"Le Red Soul CLmmunittee" 
Tokyo Sex Destruction 
**" 
"Yesterday ls Gone" doesn't 
slow things down much although it 
relies heavily on the perfect blend 
of RJ's vocals on top of racing gui-
tars. 
"Black Money" is the first high-
ly political track on "Le Red Soul." 
The pacing is a little slower but the 
same backing vocal harmonies 
continue to play an essential role. 
"First Day" is very surfy thanks 
to the rather basic, repeating bass-
lines of SF. 
"Le Red Soul" picks back up 
with "Capitalism Plus Dope Equals 
Genocide.• The swirling guitars 
return and again the band slows 
things down at the halfway mark, 
only on this track the quartet does-
n't regain their previous intensity. 
The song's title leads me to believe 
this will be the song in which The 
MC5 comparison might appear 
clearer but it never materializes. 
According to the liner notes, 
"Don't Make Try Your Love" is a 
song about love and soul music but 
other than a slow sing-along 
wedged in the middle it's actually 
kind of the same Tokyo Sex 
Destruction formula. 
The album's title cut wraps up 
the 10-song American debut and it 
is essentially an instrumental 
number. While it has its moments 
and elements of the other quality 
tracks on "Le Red Soul," the title 
cut ends in a snarled mess of gui-
tar-distortion and feedback. The 
spoken word that closes the album 
is somewhat Incoherent and diffi-
cult to understand, but it's clear 
basic human freedoms are the 
topic. 
While Tokyo Sex Destruction 
doesn't really do anything to 
advance the garage rock sound, 
"Le Red Soul" has that crunch that 
makes me want to nod my head or 
actually be in a band. 
+ "thickfreakness" good 
effort from Akr on, Ohio 
blues-rock duo 
By Kelly McCabe 
ASS OC IATE VE RG E EDITOR 
The Black Keys, a bluesy-rock 
duo from Akron, Ohio, have been 
receiving considerable attention 
for their latest release, "thickf-
reakness." Some of that attention 
is thanks to "rlot-grrrls" Sleater-
Klnney, who hand-picked the Keys 
to tour with them this winter. 
Singer/guitarist Dan Auerbach 
and drummer Patrick Carney 
combine their unique brand of 
"garage" rock with a raw blues 
sound. The Black Keys have gar-
nered comparisons to the White 
Stripes, but that ls likely due to the 
fact that they are a duo, and play 
without a bass. 
Although bass-less, the band's 
sound ls very full, never flat, 
thanks to Auerbach's guitar work. 
The album ls very raw and unpol-
ished, complete with guitar feed-
back and fuzzy vocals. 
"Thickfreakness" kicks off with 
the title track, which showcases 
Auerbach's guitar and unlque-
sounding vocals. 
The third track on the album, 
"Set You Free,• ls more up-tempo 
than a lot of "thickfreakness, • and 
is the standout of the album. 
"Midnight in her Eyes" features 
the most apparent blues-influ-
ences on the album. Auerbach's 
guitar in the track capitalize on 
that influence. 
The overall sound ls unique, as 
expected, since two-piece rock 
bands are not very commonplace. 
The songs flow together very well 
and will keep you listening to the 
end 
"thickfreakness" 
The Black Keys 
*** 
+ Love 'em or hate 'em, 
The Blood Brothers are 
one of the most unique 
bands around 
By Colin McAuliffe 
PHOTO EDITOR 
Your roommates haven't washed 
their dishes since before Spring 
Break. You have six term papers 
due on Wednesday, and your friends 
want you go out with them one last 
time. 
It's one of those weeks when you 
really need to smash something, 
relieve some stress. Another way to 
do that Is listen to The Blood 
Brothers' new release "Bum, Plano 
Is land, Bum" and you can feel the 
like you have been smashing every-
thing in sight for two days. 
With 12 songs of blistering may-
hem, the Blood Brothers scream 
their way through this record avail-
able on Artist Direct Records. With 
guitar riffs-by Cody Votolato and 
bass by Morgan Henderson-blast-
ing through and stopping and start-
ing back up sporadically, "Bum 
Plano Island, Bum" is reminiscent 
to Mr. Bungle with a similar style. 
Vocally, Jordan Blilie sings with a 
similar style to the band Dance and 
Destroy. Interesting song titles fill 
this album from start to finish, 
including "Every Breath ls a 
Bomb,• "Six Nightmares at the 
Pinball Masquerade", and "God 
Bless you, Blood Thirsty 
Zeppelins." 
Nonsense lyrics fill the air once 
the play button has been hit. 
"Ambulance X extracts several 
consultants from the slow gumming 
death at the office orifice. 
Ambulance Y imprisons the sigh of 
the recent amputee and dumps her 
in the xylophone trees." 
On "The Salesman, Denver Max" 
Blilie sings, "What the crickets see 
ls between you and me. What the 
scarecrows think would tum your 
pale cheek pink.• Bizarre nonsense 
lyrics, I know. 
Ultimately this album is an 
acqutred taste and is not for the 
weak of heart and not for easy lis-
tening music lovers. It took me 12 
hours of listening to this album all 
day to begin to like it. 
"Burn, Piano Island Burn" 
The Blocx:I Brothers 
** 
PETE YORN 
"Day I Forgot" 
Pete Yorn 
**"' 
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+ One-man band writes 
intelligent lyrics without 
evolving 
By Stephen Haas 
ASSOCI ATE PHOTO EDITOR 
Pete Yam's latest release, "Day 
I Forgot," should have been named 
"Musicforthemorningafter: 
Disc 2." 
If you liked Yarn's debut 
release, give "Day I Forgot" a try. 
For listeners who like variety and 
change in an artist, don't waste 
your time. 
To Yam's credit, the lyrics on 
this project are great if you can 
look past the incredibly lame track 
"Burrito." "It's a 7-11/Do you want 
to take a walk outside/If you want 
a burrito/You can have another 
bite of mine". 
Just like 
"Muslcforthemorningafter, • Yorn 
wrote all the lyrics, played the 
acoustic and electric guitars, 
drums and percussion, bass, piano 
and sings all the songs. 
Yorn does stand apart from the 
crowd of one-man band singer-
songwriters by s taying away from 
drum machines and other synthe-
sized sounds. 
Yam's ability to make a catchy 
tune is proved once again with the 
track "Long Way Down.• With the 
melodic chorus and brilliant guitar 
work, the song will be the "Strange 
Condition" of this album. 
For music listeners who judge 
an album by the front cover, or pay 
no attention to the lyrics, go ahead 
and leave Avril Lavigne's "Sk8er 
Boi" in your CD player on repeat. 
For those who enjoy smart music, 
check out Pete Yam's "Day I 
Forgot," you won't be disappoint-
ed. 
Beware of summer movie sequels CONCERT CALENDAR 
The summer movie season is upon us 
again with next week's premiere of "X2: 
X-Men United" (the second worst title of 
a film this summer behind "2 Fast 2 
Furious"). While this season looks much 
better than previous years and should 
keep up its potential, there are always 
those movies that make you angry that 
you spent time and money to see. Here, 
hopefully you can take a few pointers 
away to save you some precious hours 
of summer bliss and part of your pay-
check. 
If a sequel has peaked your interest, 
think about if there ls any point in it. 
Many sequels that are being made are 
part of a greater scheme, just as many 
films are made because it will make 
money. 
While "The Matrix Reloaded" is seen 
as a part of a trilogy that the filmmak-
ers had in mind the whole time and "X-
2" is part of a franchise, there are many 
sequels coming out that seem pointless. 
The movie that comes to mind first is 
"Legally Blonde 2." I ask not only the 
critics of the first film but also its fans, 
do we need to see more adventures of 
Elle Woods trying to make it in a brown-
haired world? This movie was made for 
the sole reason of making gobs of 
money for the studio MGM and make 
Reese Witherspoon an even bigger star. 
Just so people don't think I am j ust 
against dumb comedies, I am having a 
hard time figuring out the reason for 
"Terminator 3" and "Bad Boys 2" other 
than Will Smith wanting a new house 
and Arnold desperately searching for a 
hit. 
Ryan Rinchiuso 
STAFF WRITER 
The second rule to follow is to be 
skeptical of any film that seems to have 
no creative ideas to its name. While 
sequels typically fall in this category 
also, they are not alone. "Pirates of the 
Caribbean" again proves that Disney 
has run out of ideas because it is making 
a film about a Disney theme park ride. 
Also in this category would be "Tumb 
Raider 2" which should use the tag line 
"it can't be worse than the first film" 
and "The Italian Job" that is a remake of 
a classic film with a dull actor (Mark 
Wahlberg) in a role that needs charis-
ma. 
Watch out for trailers for films and 
use them as a barometer. If a preview 
for a film makes you roll your eyes 
with cheesy one-liners or not able to 
keep your interest for 90 seconds, then 
skip the movie because previews usu-
ally showcase the best things about the 
film. Yet, be cautious with great pre-
views because "Pearl Harbor" had one 
of the greatest trailers of the past few 
years and that movie was dumb and 
dull. 
Finally, look at the creators and 
stars of the films.While even the great-
est people in Hollywood make the occa-
sional bomb, the track record speaks 
volumes for whether the movie ls 
worth the money. 
"Pirates of the Caribbean" and "Bad 
Boys 2" is produced by the man who 
brought us "Bad Company" and 
"Kangaroo Jack.• "The H ulk" ls 
directed by Ang Lee, the man who 
made the beautiful "Crouching Tiger, 
Hidden Dragon.• "Finding Nemo" is 
being made by the same people as "Toy 
Story," "Bugs Life" and "Monsters 
Inc. " 
Also, It is important to see the actors 
attached to projects. "American 
Wedding" brings back most of the 
main players from the "American Pie" 
series, all the X-Men are back for a 
second go, but "2 Fast, 2 Furious" lost 
its biggest asset in Vin Diesel. While 
looking at some of the other sequels, 
ask yourself "will Bernie Mac replac-
ing Bill Murray make 'Charlie's Angels 
2' better or worse?" and "Does 'Legally 
Blonde 2' have a chance of being good 
because they some how snagged Bob 
Newhart for a role?" 
If people would consider these con-
cepts before seeing a movie, audiences 
will get more out of the movies and 
Hollywood would figure out that the 
good movies are the ones people want 
to see. Maybe movie goers will get 
lucky and Hollywood will learn the les-
son soon and not subject us to "Tomb 
Raider 3." 
Friday 
+ Dave Chappelle 
Lantz Arena 
7pm. $12 
+ Hit Gone Bad 
Friends & Co. 
10p.m. $2 
+ Sippy and the 
Assassins 
The Uptowner 
10p.m. $2 
+ Mass in C 
Major, Opus 86 
featuring the 
Eastern 
Symphony 
Orchestra and 
the University 
Mixed Chorus 
McAfee South 
Auditorium 
7 p.m. $5 
+ Pop Rocks 
Gunner Bucs 
9p.m. $5 
Saturday 
+ Ryan Groff 
Jackson Avenue 
Coffee 
8p.m. no cover 
+ Loomis, The 
Idle Hours 
Friends & Co. 
10p.m. $2 
+ Senor Devivo 
The Uptowner 
10p.m. $2 
+ 8 Hours, Upcoming Shows 
Leaving Elaine, + Pete Yorn 
Someone Named May 1 
Simon Riviera Theater 
The Warehouse Chicago 
102 N. Sixth St. 
8:30 all ages + The Bomb 
May3 
+ Comedian Friends & Co. 
Megan Mooney 
7th Street + Motorhead 
Underground May4 
9p.m. no cover The Vogue 
Sunday 
Indianapolis 
+ Chris Eitel, + The Blood 
Kevin Farrell and Brothers 
Jeff Aranowski May4 
Acoustic night at Fireside Bowl 
The Uptowner Chicago 
9p.m. no cover 
+ The Blackouts, 
+ Mass in C Hit Gone Bad 
Major, Opus 86 May5 
McAfee South Mike & Molly's 
Auditorium Champaign 
3p.m. $5 
+ Zwan 
Tuesday May6 
+ lmprov drum UIC Pavilion 
circle, bring your Chicago 
own drum 
Jackson Avenue + Queens of the 
Coffee Stone Age, Red 
8p.m. no cover Hot Chili Peppers 
Wednesday 
May7 
Sawis Center 
+ Travis Wesley St. Louis 
and J.B. Fairies 
Jackson Avenue + Pearl Jam 
Coffee June 18 
8p.m. no cover United Center 
Chicago 
